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ABSTRACT 

An ever-increasing number of Internet applications, such as content and software distribution, 
distance learning, multimedia streaming, teleconferencing, and collaborative workspaces, 
need efficient and secure multicast communication. However, efficiency and security are 
competing requirements and balancing them to meet the application needs is still an open 
issue.  

In this thesis we study the efficiency versus security requirements tradeoffs in group key 
management for multicast communication. The efficiency is in terms of minimizing the group 
rekeying cost and the key storage cost, while security is in terms of achieving backward 
secrecy, forward secrecy, and resistance to collusion.  

We propose two new group key management schemes that balance the efficiency versus 
resistance to collusion. The first scheme is a flexible category-based scheme, and addresses 
applications where a user categorization can be done based on the user accessibility to the 
multicast channel. As shown by the evaluation, this scheme has a low rekeying cost and a low 
key storage cost for the controller, but, in certain cases, it requires a high key storage cost for 
the users. In an extension to the basic scheme we alleviate this latter problem. 

For applications where the user categorization is not feasible, we devise a cluster-based 
group key management. In this scheme the resistance to collusion is measured by an integer 
parameter. The communication and the storage requirements for the controller depend on this 
parameter too, and they decrease as the resistance to collusion is relaxed. The results of the 
analytical evaluation show that our scheme allows a fine-tuning of security versus efficiency 
requirements at runtime, which is not possible with the previous group key management 
schemes. 

This work has been supported by Vinnova (Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems) and 
ECSEL (Excellence Center in Computer Science and Systems Engineering in Linköping). 





 

Abstract 

An ever-increasing number of Internet applications, such as content and software 
distribution, distance learning, multimedia streaming, teleconferencing, and 
collaborative workspaces, need efficient and secure multicast communication. 
However, efficiency and security are competing requirements and balancing them to 
meet the application needs is still an open issue.  

In this thesis we study the efficiency versus security requirements tradeoffs in 
group key management for multicast communication. The efficiency is in terms of 
minimizing the group rekeying cost and the key storage cost, while security is in 
terms of achieving backward secrecy, forward secrecy, and resistance to collusion.  

We propose two new group key management schemes that balance the efficiency 
versus resistance to collusion. The first scheme is a flexible category-based scheme, 
and addresses applications where a user categorization can be done based on the 
user accessibility to the multicast channel. As shown by the evaluation, this scheme 
has a low rekeying cost and a low key storage cost for the controller, but, in certain 
cases, it requires a high key storage cost for the users. In an extension to the basic 
scheme we alleviate this latter problem. 

For applications where the user categorization is not feasible, we devise a cluster-
based group key management. In this scheme the resistance to collusion is measured 
by an integer parameter. The communication and the storage requirements for the 
controller depend on this parameter too, and they decrease as the resistance to 
collusion is relaxed. The results of the analytical evaluation show that our scheme 
allows a fine-tuning of security versus efficiency requirements at runtime, which is 
not possible with the previous group key management schemes. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Here we give the motivation for our research, state the contributions of our work, 
and set the thesis outline. 

1.2 Motivation 

The continuous evolution of the Internet amplifies the demand for efficient and 
secure network technologies capable of responding effectively to the challenges 
posed by the emerging applications. As such, the latest development of multimedia 
streaming, collaborative, and push-oriented applications coupled with the 
advancement in high-speed networking, broadband, and wireless technologies have 
driven the research and development efforts for enabling the Internet with efficient 
multicast communication capabilities. 

Internet Protocol Multicast (IP Multicast) is an emerging set of technologies and 
standards that provides efficient delivery of data from a sender to a group of 
receivers. It reduces the sender transmission overhead, the network bandwidth 
usage, and the latency observed by the receivers. 

Although this concept is very attractive and the multicast technology has existed 
for several years, multicast was primarily used in the research community, whereas 
its adoption by the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) was rather moderate. This drift 
was partially motivated by ISPs waiting for the sophisticated business enabling 
applications, while application developers were expecting a high deployment and 
support for multicast in the Internet [MM03]. Also, the moderate adoption of the 
multicast enabled networks can be explained by the potential problems introduced 
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by the new technology, such as network flooding, as well as the lack of control and 
security. 

However, this situation is likely to change since the demand for multimedia 
applications increases and multicast emerges as an enabling technology for a 
broader variety of newer applications, e.g. pay TV, teleconferencing, distance 
learning, collaborative workspaces, and control and command applications [WZ01, 
MM03]. Moreover, a great deal of active research is currently investigating 
alternative technologies for multicasting in the Internet, such as the overlay 
multicast [CRS+00, PSV+01]. Work has also been done in reliability, scalability, 
quality of service, and ease of deployment [Bir99, GHK02, RFC3048, SA01, 
SM02]. As a result, at this stage the security in multicast applications is a concern. 
The maturity of multicast security solutions has the potential to enable the use of 
multicast for confidential and high-value content distribution, as well as to foster the 
adoption of multicast by newer and sophisticated emerging applications [JA03].  

As shown by the previous work, e.g. [Kru98] and [CGI+99], the design of an 
efficient group key management scheme, capable of scaling to large and dynamic 
multicast groups, is a critical problem characterizing the multicast security. 
However, the efficiency and the security are competing requirements and balancing 
them to meet the application needs is still an open issue [FJA02, DSL03a]. 
Therefore, in this thesis, we address the problems of data confidentiality and access 
control in multicast communication, with focus on the security versus efficiency 
tradeoffs in multicast group key management. 

1.3 Problem formulation 

The Internet Protocol Multicast (IP Multicast) adopts an open model that allows 
group membership to be transparent to the sender. Receivers can join and leave an 
IP Multicast group, identified through a Class D IP address, by sending Internet 
Group Membership Protocol (IGMP) messages to their local routers [RFC1112]. A 
sender transmits datagrams to a multicast group by simply directing them to the 
corresponding multicast group address, without the need to know the identity of 
each receiver. Instead, it is the responsibility of the multicast capable routers to 
communicate with each other, using multicast routing protocols, and deliver the 
datagrams to all members of the group. This model is beneficial because it favors 
scalability – very little state information is required, and it provides some anonymity 
for the group members [Shi98]. However, the open model raises also security 
concerns, such as eavesdropping and theft of services. 

Although these issues are not new to multicast as they existed before in the 
unicast communication, the unicast security solutions can not be directly applied to 
the multicast case. This is because the unicast security solutions, such as the Secure 
Socket Layer (SSL) [SSL], are specialized to leverage security in pairs of 
communicating parties. Naively applying these mechanisms would mean to actually 
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establish unique unicast secure channels from the sender to each of the receivers, 
hindering therefore the very wanted property of multicast - the efficient delivery of 
data from one sender to multiple receivers. Thus, in order to extend the security to 
multicast communication settings, a secure group model is adopted. 

In the secure group model, a symmetric cryptographic key, called the group key, 
is established among all the authorized members of the multicast group. The 
multicast traffic is then encrypted with this key assuring that only the legitimate 
users, having the group key, can decrypt the data. 

The group key needs special handling as it must be distributed only to authorized 
group members. However, the set of authorized group members could be quite large 
(e.g. hundreds of thousands) and very dynamic as new members can join or leave 
the group (e.g. leave due to expiration of their subscription). Whenever the group 
membership changes, the group key must be updated and redistributed accordingly 
to reflect the new membership status. This operation is called group rekeying. The 
rekeying triggered by the leaving members can be quite costly from the commu-
nication point of view, increasing linearly with the group size in static key 
management schemes. Thus, the design of an efficient group key management 
scheme, capable of scaling to large and dynamic multicast groups, is a critical 
problem characterizing the multicast security. However, the efficiency (to achieve 
scalability) and the security requirements are competing constraints, and balancing 
them to meet the application needs is still an open issue.  

The efficiency requirements are in terms of minimizing the rekeying 
communication cost, the key storage cost (for each group member and for the group 
controller), and the computation complexity [Kru98, BR02]. 

The security requirements are in terms of backward secrecy, forward secrecy, and 
resistance to collusion. Backward secrecy (or backward access control) refers to the 
impossibility of a newly joined user to gain access to previous group keys. Forward 
secrecy (or forward access control) refers to the impossibility of a former group 
member, who has been excluded, to gain access to future group keys. The third 
requirement, the resistance to collusion, refers to the impossibility of a coalition of 
two or more excluded members to gain access to future group keys by combining 
their keying material. Although this requirement is considered by the previous work 
in multicast security, its treatment takes extreme forms; either no resistance to 
collusion, e.g. [CEK99], or the opposite, perfect resistance to collusion is provided, 
e.g. [WCS+99]. In any case, the resistance to collusion is achieved at the expense of 
efficiency. Furthermore, applications may have certain assumptions regarding the 
users and their accessibility to the multicast channel; implicitly, they may have trust 
assumptions related to collusion. Based on this, we argue that adequate group key 
management schemes can be designed to balance the given collusion constraints 
against efficiency.  
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1.4 Contributions 

The overall contribution of this thesis is in the area of group key management. The 
motivating applications for our work are the multicast software delivery and the 
content distribution. However, the work presented here can be applicable to any 
multicast application with one-to-many communication predominance, where a 
logical point of control and group “ownership” can be identified.  
 
Our detailed contribution is as follows: 
• We identify the collusion resistance requirement as a potential knob for setting 

the tradeoffs between security and efficiency of group key management. In 
particular, we observe that resistance to collusion has an impact on the 
efficiency of any scheme. Also, we note that applications might have certain 
knowledge regarding the users and their accessibility to the multicast channel; 
implicitly, they may have trust assumptions related to collusion. Therefore, by 
taking into consideration such knowledge we can set the security-efficiency 
tradeoffs to best meet the application needs [DSL03a]. 

• We extend the definition of collusion resistance requirement and formalize it 
based on user categorization and accessibility to the multicast channel. Dif-
ferent configurations of categories give different constraints on collusion. We 
show how the previous work can be reformulated as special cases of our 
definition [DSL03a]. 

• We propose a category-based group key management scheme for the general 
case of collusion resistance requirement that balances the given collusion con-
straints against efficiency [DSL03a]. For applications that have certain 
assumptions on user accessibility to the multicast channel, such as the multicast 
software delivery, this scheme improves the rekeying cost and the storage cost 
for the controller. However, the storage cost for the user is high. We alleviate 
this problem and improve the overall scheme using a spanning hash key tree 
mechanism [DSL02]. 

• For some applications the user categorization is not always possible. For these 
cases we propose a cluster-based group key management scheme that can be 
used to secure any multicast application without assuming specific properties of 
that application. The cluster-based scheme provides the possibility to fine-tune 
the security versus efficiency tradeoffs even at system runtime; therefore, the 
scheme is flexible to adapt to changes in the working environment and in the 
security assumptions [DSL03b]. 

1.5 Thesis outline 

The remaining of the thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2 defines the multicast communication and presents the efficient 
implementations of multicast in the Internet, namely the traditional IP Multicast and 
the emerging overlay multicast. Then, we review the existing and emerging 
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multicast application domains and examine their security requirements. The chapter 
ends with a brief survey of the multicast security issues and the corresponding 
security working areas. 

Chapter 3 presents the group key management as the core mechanism for 
achieving confidentiality and access control in multicast communication. We 
describe the secure group model and give the security and efficiency requirements 
for the group key management. This leads us to a more detailed description of the 
problem addressed in this thesis, namely, the study of the tradeoffs between security 
and efficiency in multicast group key management. 

Chapter 4 generalizes the definition of collusion resistance requirement and 
formalizes it based on user categorization. We show how the previous work can be 
reformulated as special cases of our more general collusion resistance requirement 
definition. Also, we present our category-based group key management scheme that 
can balance the efficiency versus the collusion constraints for applications that have 
certain assumptions on user accessibility to the multicast channel, such as the 
multicast software delivery.  

Chapter 5 proposes an improvement to our initial category-based group key 
management scheme. The improvement is based on a spanning hash key tree 
mechanism which dramatically reduces the storage requirements for the users as 
well as for the group controller. 

Chapter 6 presents our second scheme, the cluster-based group key management, 
which addresses the applications where the user categorization is not feasible.  

Chapter 7 describes, from an architectural point of view, the related work in the 
group key management area. We focus on the dynamic group key management 
schemes which constitute an efficient class of secure and scalable multicast 
schemes.  

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and opens venues for further research. 
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Chapter 2  

Multicast communication 

2.1 Introduction 

Multicast is a type of communication involving one sender and a group of receivers, 
where the sender delivers the same message to the whole group of receivers. 

Multicast communication plays an important role in today’s computer networks 
and communication systems as there are many existing and emerging applications 
based on this type of communication. These applications include bulk data transfer 
(e.g. the transfer of a software upgrade from the software developer to users needing 
the upgrade), streaming continuous media (e.g. the transfer of the video, audio, and 
text of a live lecture to a set of distributed lecture participants), collaborative 
applications (e.g. whiteboard or teleconferencing), data feeds (e.g. stock quotes), 
and distributed games.  

Multicast is also a communication primitive abstraction defined by the sending of 
a data packet from one sender to a group of receivers with a single send operation, 
instead of issuing multiple send operations to individual receivers. This amounts to 
much more than a convenience for the programmer. It also enables the 
implementation to be efficient in its utilization of network bandwidth, reduces the 
sender work, and the latency observed by the receivers, as well as it allows the 
provision of stronger delivery guarantees that would otherwise be impossible 
[CDK01].  

Consider a communication network composed of nodes and communication links 
interconnecting these nodes. An efficient multicast implementation, used to deliver 
messages from one source to a set of receivers, would send the message no more 
than once over any communication link. This greatly reduces both the bandwidth 
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utilization as well as the total transmission time. Metrix Systems [MS] compares the 
time in unicast versus multicast data transfer over an Ethernet with a speed of 10 
Mbps (Mega bits per second). For instance, it is shown that transmitting 300 MB of 
data to 1000 receivers requires 67.7 hours in unicast and it takes only 4 minutes 
using multicast. This makes multicast particularly interesting for both service 
providers and Internet network providers. 

2.2 Types of multiparty communication 

Multicast is a type of communication involving more than two communicating 
parties. Other related types of communication, involving multiple parties are: 

• Broadcast. Similar to multicast but still contrasting the concept of group, 
broadcast refers to sending of messages from one sender to all the hosts in a 
network. With broadcast, there is no restriction with respect to the group of 
receivers; everyone is sent the content, whether they want it or not. From 
this perspective, multicast is more selective as only the hosts who choose to 
be in the multicast group will get the data.  

• Anycast. The anycast communication refers also to sending of messages 
from one sender to a group of receivers; however, in the case of anycast, the 
group of receivers is usually a group of servers providing a certain service. 
The difference is that the anycast group is not used for the actual exchange 
of data (from the sender to the receivers), as in multicast. Anycast only 
locates an available server from a group. After server localization, the 
communication follows a traditional unicast client-server pattern.  

• Concast. The concast communication involves multiple senders sending to 
one receiver. An example of a concast scenario is when simulation results 
are transmitted from several hosts to one receiver, who then evaluates the 
results. 

• Multipeer or group communication. It is characterized by a group of 
computers communicating with each other, each sending messages to all 
others in the group. In multipeer communication any host from the group of 
receivers can also be sender. From this perspective, multipeer 
communication can be simulated as a set of superposed multicast 
communications. 

2.3 Multicast group 

Multicast communication is about communicating from one sender to a group of 
receivers. The group of receivers is called the multicast group and is a central 
concept for multicast communication. Typical characteristics of a multicast group 
include [WZ01]: 

• Openness to new members 
• Openness to senders 
• Dynamics 
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• Lifetime 
• Heterogeneity 
• Security 

A group can be open or closed with regard to new members. In an open group, 
any new receiver can receive the multicast traffic without any registration with the 
sender. In other words, the group of receivers is transparent to the sender, and the 
sender is not aware of the exact identity of all the receivers. Of course, this does not 
exclude the possibility that some of the receivers from the group are actually known 
to the sender.  On the other hand, in a closed group all the receivers are known. 

A group can also be closed or open with regard to senders. In a closed group, only 
registered senders can send messages to this closed group. In contrast, data from any 
sender can be forwarded to open groups. 

In static groups, membership of the group is predetermined and does not change 
during an established communication. In dynamic groups, membership can change 
during communication. 

Regarding the group lifetime, a distinction can be made between permanent 
groups and transient groups. A permanent group exists even if it currently has no 
members, whereas a transient group exists only as long as the group has members. 

It is also possible to differentiate between heterogeneous and homogeneous 
groups.  In heterogeneous groups, the members have different capabilities, for 
example, with respect to their network connection (e.g. in terms of available 
bandwidth or connectivity – continuous versus intermittent). On the other hand, in 
homogeneous groups all members have the same capabilities. 

The multicast communication has certain security requirements, which might be 
static for the duration of the whole communication, or they can vary during the 
communication. Moreover, the requirements may differ for the different data 
streams involved (e.g. video, audio, and text).  

Operations on multicast groups are: 
• Member joins group. Generally, the group members have the incentive to 

join the multicast group (e.g. users are interested in watching a certain 
broadcast event). 

• Member leaves group. In contrast to the joining operation, the members do 
not always have the incentive to leave. Therefore, in many instances, an 
exclusion operation is needed through which users are rather forced to leave. 

Applications can have their own requirements on the multicast group. For 
instance, a pay TV provider would want to restrict the group membership only to 
those who subscribed for the service. A more detailed analysis of the application 
requirements is given later in section  2.5. 
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2.4 Multicast in the Internet 

As we mentioned, multicast implementations can efficiently deliver data from one 
sender to multiple receivers. However, for this to happen, the communication 
infrastructure must support and efficiently implement multicast. Therefore, in this 
section, we describe how multicast support is provided in the Internet, show the 
open group model implemented by the multicast infrastructure, and review the main 
security requirements of the multicast infrastructure. 

From a network perspective, the multicast abstraction can be implemented in 
several ways [KR02] including one-to-all unicasts, explicit multicast, and 
application level multicast.  

The one-to-all unicast emulates the multicast communication by establishing 
unicast communication channels from the sender to each of the receivers. From this 
point of view the multicast can be seen an N*unicast, where N is the group size. 
Although possibly attractive by its simplicity, the one-to-all unicast implementation 
of the multicast does not account for efficiency, and therefore it has value only for 
low scale settings [WZ01]. Instead, the traditional mechanism to support multicast 
communication in the Internet is the explicit multicast, as implemented in the 
Internet Protocol Multicast (IP Multicast). Although very efficient with the network 
resources, issues such as reliability, manageability, scalability, quality of service, 
and ease of deployment have prevented IP Multicast from being largely enabled in 
the Internet. In order to solve these issues, alternative implementations for the 
multicast have been recently proposed, such as the overlay multicast, which aims at 
providing multicast capabilities for the Internet at the application layer.  

Following, we briefly present the IP Multicast and the overlay multicast. 

2.4.1 IP Multicast 

IP Multicast implements explicit multicast in the Internet, see Figure  2-1. A single 
datagram is sent from the sending host. This datagram or a copy of this datagram is 
then replicated at the network routers whenever it must be forwarded on multiple 
outgoing links to reach the receivers. This approach poses a number of challenges: 

• How to identify the receivers of a multicast datagram? 
• How to address a datagram sent to these receivers? 
• How to route a datagram from the sender to all the receivers? 

The Internet community began to discuss these issues in the mid 1980’s using the 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Requests for Comments (RFC). The result 
was the adoption of a host group model [RFC1112] for the multicast in the Internet 
that has been first defined in [CD85] as: “a host group is a set of network entities 
sharing a common identifying multicast address, all receiving any data packets 
addressed to this multicast address by senders (sources) that may or may not be 
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members of the same group and have no knowledge of the groups membership”. 
That is, a single identifier is used for the group of receivers, and a copy of the 
datagram that is addressed to the group using this single identifier is delivered to all 
of the multicast receivers associated with that group. In the Internet, the single 
identifier that represents a group of receivers is a class D multicast address, which 
differs from classes A, B, and C that are used for unicast communications. The 
multicast address space, assigned by the Internet Assigned Number Authority 
(IANA), covers the range 224.0.0.0 – 239.255.255.255 in IPv4. An initial 
assignment of IPv6 multicast addresses is defined in [RFC2375]. 

IGMP

IGMP

receiver

receiver

receiver

Multicast flow

r1

r2

r3 r4

r5

Routers

Routers in the multicast
routing tree

sender

IP Multicast Group:
224.101.102.103

h7

h6

h5

h4h3

h2

h1

 

Figure  2-1: IP Multicast 

IGMP 

The group of receivers associated with a class D address is referred to as an IP 
Multicast group. An example of an IP Multicast group, identified by the address 
224.101.102.103, is depicted in Figure  2-1. Currently, there are three hosts, h3, h5, 
and h6, in this multicast group. However, any other host can join the group. To join 
the group a host uses the Internet Group Membership Protocol (IGMP) [RFC2236]. 
The IGMP works between hosts in a Local Area Network (LAN) and the router(s) 
serving that LAN. Upon a join request from a host (through IGMP), the router will 
forward all the multicast traffic with the destination 224.101.102.103 (in our 
example) to the joined host. For instance, router r4 forwards the multicast traffic 
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with the address 224.101.102.103 to host h3 while the router r5 forwards the same 
multicast traffic to hosts h5 and h6. 

Note that any host can join any multicast group. Moreover, the IGMP does not 
restrict the number of members of a multicast group, and there is no restriction on 
the number of multicast groups a host can join. 

Multicast routing 

As we saw, the hosts use IGMP to join a multicast group. The routers that have 
hosts that joined a certain multicast group will forward the multicast traffic to those 
hosts. The question is how is the multicast traffic efficiently routed from the sender 
to the routers that need it (i.e. routers that have hosts attached to the multicast 
group)? The solution is that datagrams addressed to a certain multicast group are 
routed following a multicast routing tree. In our example, the multicast routing tree 
is (r1 (r2 (r5 r4))). Each leaf in this tree is an “edge” router that has hosts attached to 
that multicast group, e.g. r4 and r5. However, the routing tree can contain, as inner 
nodes, routers that have no host attached to the group, e.g. r2. Therefore, for a given 
multicast group, the problem of the multicast routing is to find the multicast tree 
optimized according to current cost considerations. In practice, two approaches have 
been adopted for determining the multicast routing tree [KR02]: 

• Multicast routing using group-shared tree: A single multicast routing tree is 
used for a given multicast group regardless of the sender. That is, all the 
packets sent to a multicast group are to be routed along the same single 
multicast tree, independent of the exact sender. The problem of finding a 
minimum-cost overall tree is known as the Steiner tree problem [Hak71], 
and it has been shown that this problem is NP complete. Although good 
heuristics exist for the Steiner trees, e.g. [WE93], this approach is not 
actually used for routing in the Internet as it requires every single router in 
the network to know the state of every link in the network. Instead, a 
rendezvous-point approach has been preferred. For each multicast group a 
rendezvous (center) point is first identified; this is the root of the multicast 
routing tree. Then, all the “edge” routers having hosts joined to the multicast 
group will try to find a path to the identified center. The result is the 
multicast routing tree with the root in the rendezvous point. 

• Multicast routing using source-based tree: A multicast routing tree is 
constructed for each of the senders. The approach reduces to the problem of 
finding the minimum-cost paths spanning tree rooted at the sender1. To 
solve this problem, Dijkstra proposed an iterative algorithm [Dij59]. 
Although this approach makes excellent use of network bandwidth, the issue 
is that each router must have knowledge of some spanning tree for the 
method to be applicable. Therefore, the actual algorithm used in the Internet, 
referred to as the reverse path forwarding (RPF), is based on flooding and 
does not require routers to know about spanning trees.  

                                                           
1 We will return to the shortest paths spanning tree in chapter 5 when we will use it as part of 

our technique to reduce the key storage cost in group key management.  
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Each of the multicast routing techniques has advantages and disadvantages.  For 
instance, the RPF requires little state information to be maintained by the routers, 
which makes it apparently very scalable. However, as RPF uses flooding, it is not 
very suitable for large networks. On the other hand, the rendezvous point technique 
is attractive because it completely eliminates flooding. Still, the problem is that 
center points constitute potential bottlenecks for the traffic and also represent a 
single point of failure. For a more detailed comparison of the basic techniques for 
multicast routing we refer the reader to [KR02, WZ01]. Nevertheless, the multicast 
routing protocols that are standardized and used in the Internet are actually based 
both on the source-base trees, e.g. Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol 
(DVMRP) [RFC1075], as well as on group-shared trees, e.g. Protocol Independent 
Multicast (PIM) [RFC2362].  

There are two important issues to note: 
• First, IP Multicast is not a connectionless service as state information 

(entries regarding the multicast routing trees) for a multicast connection 
must be established and maintained in routers, and hence consumes router 
resources. This raises scalability issues with regard to the multicast group 
size. 

• Second, although different multicast routing algorithms exist, they all use 
the IGMP as the basis for group management. That is, a host uses IGMP to 
notify the routing system that it should deliver packets for a particular 
multicast group to this host. In its turn, the multicast routing system is 
designed to distribute datagrams to a set of links hosting group members, i.e. 
to grant access and not to prevent access to information. 

2.4.2 Overlay multicast 

Although most routers today implement the IP Multicast, the ISPs and network 
managers are reluctant to actually enable it, partly because of several drawbacks of 
the IP Multicast [CRS+00]. First, IP Multicast requires routers to maintain per group 
state (i.e. state information for each multicast group), which introduces high 
complexity and serious scaling constraints at the IP layer. Second, IP Multicast is a 
best effort delivery service; i.e. it makes its “best effort” to deliver data from the 
sender to the receiving hosts, but it makes no guarantees regarding delivery, order of 
delivery, integrity of the data, etc. However, providing higher level features for 
multicast, such as reliability, congestion control, or flow control, has been shown to 
be much harder than in the unicast case [Mil99]. Finally, IP Multicast calls for 
changes at the infrastructure level, slowing down the pace of deployment.  

Responding to these issues, recent research proposes application level multicast 
as an alternative implementation of the multicast in the Internet. In this approach, 
the multicast functions, such as group membership, multicast routing, and datagram 
duplication, are implemented at end systems assuming only IP Unicast services. 
This is somehow similar to one-to-all unicast, where the sender initiates separate 
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connections with each of the receivers. Still, the difference is that the receivers are 
also involved in the process of duplication and forwarding of data to other receivers. 
Therefore, instead of having the sender itself transmit a copy to each receiver, the 
sender transmits a copy to a smaller number of receivers, who then make copies 
themselves and forward these copies further to other receivers. Each of these 
receivers may then duplicate and forward copies to yet additional receivers, and so 
on [KR02]. This requires that receivers set up and maintain an application level 
distribution infrastructure, called the overlay network [CRS+00, PSV+01]. 

In conclusion, the IP Multicast is more efficient than the overlay multicast. 
However, the overlay multicast has the potential of providing feasible deployment 
solutions. Therefore, combining the native IP Multicast, where available, with 
emerging overlay networks might be a viable solution for enabling multicast on a 
large scale in the Internet. 

2.4.3 Multicast infrastructure model 

The exact properties of multicast depend partly on the multicast implementation. 
Thus, we note that we have considered an open model for the multicast 
infrastructure, as implemented in the host group model underlying the IP Multicast. 
The properties of such a model are: 

• Open group membership: Group membership is transparent to the source as 
the source can not control which hosts join the multicast group. Multicast 
group members can join or leave at will. Moreover, there is no restriction on 
the number of groups a member can join or on the number of members a 
group can have. 

• Open access to senders: Any host can send data to the multicast address; this 
actually extends the IP Multicast to a “by default” many-to-many 
communication type. 

From the security point of view this is the most challenging model [JA03]. Other 
multicast models provide more restrictive frameworks that may make it easier to 
deal with some security aspects. For example, in the overlay multicast, the group 
membership, datagram duplication, and datagram forwarding are handled at the 
application level, apparently allowing for more group control. However, this model 
also introduces new issues, such as the trust in the receiving peers to perform their 
multicast and security related functions (e.g. duplication and forwarding of packets 
only to authorized group members). Therefore, the open model is general enough to 
be relevant to any multicast implementation, be it at the network level (the IP 
Multicast) or at the application level (the overlay multicast). 

2.4.4 Multicast infrastructure security requirements 

The multicast infrastructure generates a number of requirements with regard to 
security [HT00]. Although some of these requirements and issues exist also in the 
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unicast communication, the multicast scenario opens new dimensions for 
vulnerabilities. This is mainly due to the adopted open model. 

The open model is beneficial because it provides a lightweight join operation, i.e. 
the source is not required to maintain a state for all group members, and it even 
allows some anonymity for the group members [Shi98]. This very same property, 
however, makes the infrastructure (i.e. IP Multicast) vulnerable to security threats, 
such as denial of service. DoS attacks can be caused by a malicious receiver joining 
a large number of multicast groups, thereby utilizing large amounts of bandwidth 
and router resources. A sender could also mount a DoS attack by sending a stream at 
a very high rate to a well known multicast address, overloading all the networks 
spanned by the corresponding multicast routing tree. Attacks might be mounted also 
against the routing mechanisms by injecting altered control data which might 
corrupt the multicast routing tree. 

A detailed analysis of the infrastructure security issues is given in [HT00]. The 
main requirements include: 

• Limit and control the hosts’ ability of joining multicast groups 
• Limit and control the hosts’ ability of sending data to multicast groups 
• Assure the integrity of the multicast routing mechanism 

2.5 Multicast applications 

Multicast has applications in the educational, commercial, and military arenas, 
spanning a large domain, from push-oriented technologies (e.g. information 
dissemination and software distribution) to collaborative applications, distributed 
games, and command and control applications. Multicast is also part of emerging 
communication infrastructures, distributed middlewares, and distributed databases.  

Most of the early multicast application development has been fostered by the 
MBone. Created in 1992, the MBone [SRL96] is a set of multicast enabled sub-
networks connected by IP tunnels2. The MBone provided researchers and companies 
with a test bed for developing and experimenting with multicast applications 
[MMA]. 

However, the emergence of multicast enabled commercial networks, such as the 
WorldCom’s very high performance backbone service (vBNS) [JNM+98] has also 
attracted commercial customers with unique requirements such as high performance 
IP Multicast. Typical applications include satellite broadcast replacement, audio and 
video distribution, multimedia conferencing, and distributed simulation [LL03]. 

                                                           
2 Tunneling is a technique that allows multicast traffic to traverse parts of the network that are 

not multicast enabled, by encapsulating multicast datagrams within unicast datagrams. 
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2.5.1 Multicast application requirements 

The IP Multicast provides only a best effort service to the multicast applications. 
However, applications have different requirements and many of them need more 
complex transport protocols. Starting from these requirements, Miller [Mil99] 
categorizes the multicast applications based on four criteria, as shown in Figure  2-2: 
multimedia or data-only, and real-time or non real-time applications. These 
application categories have widely varying requirements for the transport protocol. 
For example, the set of applications in the left quadrants require low latency or low 
jitter tolerance. Some of these applications do not have strict error-free 
requirements; others do not require a high level of scalability.  On the other hand, 
the set of applications in the right quadrants generally lack stringent latency 
requirements, but they usually have strict reliability requirements and generally call 
for a higher level of scalability. 

 

• Video server 
• Video conferencing 
• Internet audio 
• Multimedia events 

• Replication 
 - Video and web servers 
 - Kiosks 
• Content delivery 

• Stock quotes  
• News feeds 
• Whiteboards 
• Distributed games 
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 - Server-server 
 - Server-desktop 
• Database replication 
• Software distribution 

Real-time Non real-time 

Multimedia 

Data-only 

 

Figure  2-2: Multicast applications 

2.5.2 Multicast application security requirements 

Many of the multicast applications also require security [RFC3170].  Multimedia 
streaming applications give an Internet based alternative to the pay (cable or 
satellite) television. Additionally, there would likely be an equivalent to “pay-per-
view”, in which a scheduled event, such as a special sport event, is made available 
to viewers who paid for it [Mil99]. These examples would need to include security 
to prevent nonpaying viewers from gaining access to the content and to protect the 
copyrighted material distributed through the network. Moreover, recent research has 
been invested in the convergence of high definition television (HDTV) with Internet 
transport via multicast Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) over UDP/IP. The focus 
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is on two tasks: scaling to very high quality and scaling to very large numbers of 
participants [GPR+02]. In addition, it is also assumed that the target group could 
change frequently. As we shall see, all these sum up to tighten the efficiency 
constraints on the group management mechanisms. 

Data streaming applications, such as stocks, bonds, commodity feeds, and news 
feeds, could either be offered publicly or specialized versions could be offered on a 
paid subscription basis. Moreover, providing anonymity for the users in the 
multicast group might also be a requirement of these applications.  

Bulk data transfer applications can also be offered as a subscription service. For 
instance, a lot of interest has been shown by companies in software delivery using 
multicast. Metrix Systems’ Vision64 [MS], StarBurst’s OmniCast [Sam98], Inria’s 
WebCanal [Inria] are examples of fully fledged multicast software delivery 
products. In these applications, besides confidentiality, a paramount objective is to 
assure the integrity of data and the authenticity of the sender. A detailed comparison 
of software delivery products and their requirements is given in [Han01]. 
Informative content, such as electronic magazine or newspapers, could be delivered 
electronically to paying subscribers as well. Again, there is a need to have security 
controls in place to restrict the content only to valid subscribers. 

In command and control applications multicast can efficiently be used to optimize 
the time of transmission of commands from the decision and control points to 
soldiers in the battlefield. The commands are strictly confidential and should not be 
accessible to adversaries. 

Collaborative applications, including video, data conferencing, and network 
based games, may require security as well. For example, different companies may 
collaborate on technical projects and want to have periodic cyberspace meetings 
over the Internet [WZ01]. The participants would likely want to keep this technical 
collaboration secret from the Internet as a whole, yet use the Internet as a common 
networking medium. 

In general, the multicast application requirements may include any combination 
of the following [RFC3170]: 

• Confidentiality and group membership control 
• Data integrity and source authentication 
• User privacy and anonymity 
• Copyright protection 
• Availability 

Security in multicast applications is therefore a concern, as the maturity of 
multicast security solutions has the potential to enable the use of multicast for 
confidential and high-value content distribution, as well as to foster the adoption of 
multicast by emerging sophisticated applications. 
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2.6 Multicast security areas 

In this section, we first list the main multicast security areas that emerged as 
response to the specific requirements and constraints in multicast; afterwards, we 
identify the domain area of this thesis. 

Security requirements in multicast are driven by both the infrastructure (section 
 2.4.4) and the applications (section  2.5.2). Although mature security controls and 
techniques exist to deal with most of these requirements (e.g. data confidentiality, 
integrity, and authentication) and provide secure unicast communication, unicast 
controls can not be directly applied to the multicast communication. The security 
mechanisms for unicast are not adequate for the multicast scenario since multicast 
security mechanisms are under tighter scalability and efficiency constraints [WZ01]. 

Therefore, responding to the security issues in multicast the work has been 
divided into several areas, including: 

• Multicast data confidentiality and group membership control: As the data 
traverses the public Internet, a mechanism is needed to prevent unauthorized 
access to it. Also, as the authorized group of users changes in time (by users 
leaving or joining the group), mechanisms are needed to allow group 
membership control. At the core of such mechanisms are cryptographic 
primitives and group key management schemes.  

• Multicast source authentication: Typical source authentication schemes, 
such as digital signatures, exist. However, the computation complexity of 
producing and verifying digital signatures, as well as the length of the 
signature, may be significant. Therefore, more efficient solutions have been 
proposed as response to the requirements of multicast, a survey being given 
in [CGI+99]. More recent work on this problem is reported also in [IP02]. 

• Multicast receiver access control: Aims at controlling the ability of hosts to 
join the IP Multicast groups, therefore alleviating the denial of service 
threats associated with a malicious host joining many multicast groups and 
taking up network resources.  The need for secure IGMP has been first 
pointed out in [RFC1949]. More recent work in this direction has been 
reported in [JA02] and [GJV+03]. 

• Multicast sender access control: Similarly to the above, sender access 
control aims at controlling who can actually send data to the multicast 
group, avoiding situations where malicious senders would flood the 
multicast groups. Solutions similar to the secure IGMP are considered. Note 
that, although multicast receiver access control and sender access control 
could potentially solve big issues of denial of service, they will need to have 
support in the routing infrastructure adding therefore to the complexity and, 
possibly, hindering the scalability. 

• Multicast group policy: The correct definition, implementation, and 
maintenance of policies governing the various mechanisms of multicast 
security are critical factors. Two general categories of policies are 
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considered - the policies governing group membership and the policies 
regarding security enforcement [HCD01]. 

• Multicast fingerprinting: Multicast fingerprinting offers solutions to obtain 
unique fingerprints in a multicast environment while also maintaining the 
efficiency of multicast [BPC99, CS01]. 

• Traitor tracing: In combating the illegal distribution of copyrighted 
material, an increasing role is played by the traitor tracing mechanisms, 
which enable the tracing of illicit users leaking cryptographic keys used by 
pirated devices [CFN94]. Recent work has proposed the integration of the 
revocation schemes with the traitor tracing schemes [NNL01]. 

Group membership control 

From the list above, the issue of efficient group membership control, capable of 
scaling to large and dynamic multicast groups, has been recognized as being a 
critical problem characterizing the multicast security [Kru98, CGI+99]. This 
constitutes also the problem addressed in this thesis. 

From the point of view of group membership control we can distinguish two main 
categories of scenarios in multicast communication applications: 

• A push-oriented scenario with a single sending party. The sending entity is 
usually the owner of the transmitted data, and it is directly interested in 
assuring that only authorized users (e.g. who paid the subscription) have 
access to the multicasted data. Therefore, in such a scenario a unique point 
of authority and control over the group membership can be identified.  

• A collaborative scenario where any party can assume the sender role. In 
general, in such a scenario the ownership of the group is shared by all the 
participants, and so is the authority and control over the group membership. 
Nevertheless, a centralized control could be adopted in these scenarios too. 
In this case, trust is invested in a third party responsible for the security of 
the multicast group. 

The focus in this thesis is the push-oriented scenarios where a unique (logical) 
party has ownership of the multicast group and controls the receivers’ access to the 
transmitted data. Applications in this category include multimedia streaming (e.g. 
pay TV), data streaming (e.g. distance leaning), bulk data transfer (e.g. software 
delivery), and command and control. These applications usually involve a provider 
multicasting confidential or high value data. In the latter case, the multicasted data is 
a source of revenue for the provider. Therefore, the content is provided on a 
subscription basis such that only users who pay should have access to the multicast 
group. To be profitable, such services need to break into the mass market, thus 
imposing tough requirements for the underlying security mechanisms to scale to 
very large and dynamic multicast groups. 

In the next chapter, we introduce the secure multicast group as a model for 
achieving confidentiality and group membership control for the multicast group. At 
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the core of the secure multicast group are the group key and the group key 
management schemes.  
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Chapter 3  

Group key management 

3.1 Introduction 

In this thesis we address the issues of data confidentiality and group membership 
control in multicast communication. The problem is that multicast data traverses 
public networks, and therefore it could be potentially accessed by any unauthorized 
party, sniffing the physical links. Moreover, the multicast routing protocols are 
designed to distribute datagrams to a set of routers hosting group members, i.e. to 
grant access and not to prevent access to information. Therefore, the main goal of 
this thesis is to propose security mechanisms, based on cryptographic primitives, to 
assure that only authorized receivers can get access to the data transmitted through 
the multicast channel.  

Data confidentiality and integrity are known issues in communication networks 
and there exist mature security technologies to address them, such as the Secure 
Socket Layer (SSL) [SSL]. However, as these technologies have been created to 
bring security into a one-to-one unicast communication setting, they can not be 
directly applied to a one-to-many multicast scenario. Naively applying these 
mechanisms would mean to actually establish unique unicast secure channels from 
the sender to each of the receivers (i.e. a one-to-all secure unicasts emulation of the 
multicast). However, this would hinder the very gain of multicast communication – 
the efficient transmission of data from one sender to multiple receivers.  

Instead, a secure group model is adopted for securing multicast communication, 
see Figure  3-1. At the core of this model there is a cryptographic symmetric key, 
called the group key (GK). All the data transmitted to the multicast group is 
encrypted by the sender using this group key, whereas the group key is made 
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available only to authorized receivers of the multicast group. Therefore, only 
authorized users, having the group key, can decrypt and access the data. 

Group key (GK)

Members of secure multicast group

Members of IP Multicast group

IP Multicast group

Secure multicast group

 

Figure  3-1: Secure multicast group 

The receivers’ membership to the secure multicast group is defined by whether or 
not they have the shared group key. Therefore, the management of the multicast 
group key is a critical factor for the security of the multicast group. Moreover, as the 
multicast group can involve possibly hundreds of thousands of receivers, the key 
management is essentially under tough scalability requirements. 

3.2 Setting the problem 

Consider the scenario in Figure  3-2 where a server pushes, in a multicast fashion, 
software updates to a group of users. Consider also that the service is offered on a 
paid subscription basis. Suppose that only two users have paid (i.e. h3 and h6), and 
therefore only these two hosts should be allowed to have access to the software 
updates.  However, the IP Multicast does not restrict any other host to actually listen 
to the same multicast group where the updates are transmitted. For instance, in our 
example, user h5 has also joined the IP Multicast group and has access to the 
multicast traffic, although it is not an authorized user of the service. Therefore, in 
order to restrict the access only to authorized users, a group key is established 
among the authorized users and the sender. The server uses this key to encrypt the 
data, such that only the authorized receivers who have the group key can decrypt it. 
All the users who have the group key are members of the secure multicast group. 
Note that the unauthorized user h5 is not member of the secure multicast group, 
although she is member of the IP Multicast group and receives (encrypted) multicast 
traffic. However, as she does not have the group key she can not decrypt and access 
the actual content. 
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Figure  3-2: Secure multicast group scenario 

The subscription could be valid only for a certain number of updates or only for a 
certain time. Thus, the existing members of the secure multicast group could 
possibly leave the group upon the expiration of their subscription. Also, new users 
could subscribe to the service and join the secure multicast group. As users join and 
leave the secure multicast group, the group key must be updated and distributed 
according to the current membership of the secure group.  

Therefore, the secure group lifetime is marked by join and leave events, as seen in 
Figure  3-3. We call the time interval between two such events session. The group 
key (sometimes also called session key) does not necessarily change during a 
session, but it must change from one session to another, when the group membership 
changes. 

}
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Figure  3-3: Multicast sessions 
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3.2.1 Group key management 

As defined in [MOV97], the key management is the set of processes and 
mechanisms which support the establishment of a shared secret key and the 
maintenance of an ongoing keying relationship between parties, including replacing 
older keys with new keys as necessary.  

There are two main problems associated with group key management: 
• Group key agreement and establishment: This is the problem of providing a 

protocol whereby secure agreement can be reached among group members 
who need to select a mutual key. This problem is particularly important in 
collaborative scenarios, where the control of the group membership and the 
properties of the shared group key are under the joint authority of all 
members of the group. 

• Group rekeying: This is the problem of the replacement of the current group 
key once it is deemed insecure. Rekeying is invoked if the set of group 
members has changed or if there is a danger that the group key has been 
leaked to the adversary. Rekeying can also occur periodically to refresh the 
group key, in order to limit the amount of data encrypted with the same 
cryptographic key. This problem is common to both push-oriented and 
collaborative scenarios, although the settings of the push-oriented scenario 
(involving large and dynamic groups) impose stronger requirements on the 
efficiency and scalability of the key management. 

The focus in this thesis is the push-oriented scenarios. Therefore, we put our 
effort into the group rekeying problem of the key management, and let the group key 
agreement and establishment problems be part of our future work where we will 
focus more on collaborative and peer-to-peer settings. 

Architecture 

In a push-oriented scenario, the sending party is usually the owner of the multicast 
group and constitutes a central point of control. Therefore, we consider a logically 
centralized architecture for the group key management, where a dedicated party, the 
group controller, has total control on the group key and on the secure group 
membership. The group controller implements the admission control policy for the 
multicast channel. Also, the group controller is fully responsible for generating the 
appropriate group key that meets the required cryptographic parameters.  

Note that the group controller can be either distinct from the sender (as shown in 
the Figure  3-4), or it can be part of the sender. 

The group members, also called users, participate in the process of key 
management. They are required to store keys and also to locally compute keys. 
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Figure  3-4: Group key management architecture 

3.2.2 A security and efficiency matter 

The group key management should assure that only authorized users have access to 
the multicast channel. Whenever the multicast membership changes, the shared 
group key must be replaced such that the new members can not access old traffic 
while excluded members can not access future traffic.  

When a new member joins the group, the solution is fairly simple. First, a new 
group key is generated. Then, this key is securely communicated to the newly joined 
member, as well as to the existing members of the secure multicast group. The new 
group key is conveyed to the new member through a secure unicast channel. To the 
existing members, the key is first encrypted with the previous group key, and then it 
is multicasted to the whole group. Since the existing members were in the 
possession of the previous group key, they can decrypt the data and read the new 
group key. 

When a member must leave the group, the new group key must be securely 
transmitted to all the remaining members with the exception of the excluded one. 
This is a more complicated situation since there is nothing to distinguish all the 
remaining users, as a whole group, from the one that must be excluded. A naive and 
simple solution would be for each user to share an individual key with the controller.  
In this case, the new group key can be individually conveyed to each remaining user 
by encrypting the new group key with each user’s individual key, as shown in 
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Figure  3-5. However, the communication cost of such a solution is linearly 
increasing with the number of users in the multicast group. For instance, to exclude 
a member from a group of 104 members, such a scheme requires 9999 transmissions. 
This is unacceptable because it consumes a lot of network bandwidth and poses 
delays to the multicast communication.  
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Figure  3-5: One key per user scheme: exclude user u1 

A complementary solution can be adopted such that the communication is only 
one message. The idea is to give each user in the multicast group the keys assigned 
to all the other users, but not her key. For instance, user u1 will receive the keys K2 
to KN but not K1, as shown in Figure  3-6. When user u1 is excluded, the controller 
will encrypt the new group key using K1 and multicast the resulting encrypted 
message to the entire group. Since all the users in the group with the exception of u1 
are in the possession of K1, the group is rekeyed. 

GC

u1 GK, K2, K3, ... KN

u2

uN

GK, K1 K2 ... Kn

.  
 . 

  .

K1[GKnew]

GK, K1, K3, ... KN

GK, K2, K3, ... KN-1
 

Figure  3-6: Complementary keys scheme: exclude user u1 

The communication cost of the complementary scheme is one message. Note that 
this low communication cost comes from the fact that the scheme is using 
(encrypted) multicast as the control channel. However, the key storage cost for each 
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user is linearly increasing with the number of members in the secure multicast 
group. Moreover, the scheme is susceptible to collusion.  

Collusion is a security attack where two or more malicious users put together 
their keying material such that they can not be excluded from the secure group, 
compromising therefore the security of the scheme.  

In the complementary scheme, the union of the keys held by any two users covers 
all the keys in the system. Therefore, any two users, maliciously working together, 
can decipher all the messages sent by the controller. Consider, for instance, the case 
where users u1 and u2, from Figure  3-6, collude by sharing their keys with each 
other. If now, user u1 should be excluded, she will be able to decrypt the rekeying 
message as she is in possession of K1 (borrowed from user u2). Similarly it is for the 
case when user u2 should be excluded. Therefore, by colluding, the two users 
become immune to group rekeying, thus compromising the security of the group key 
management scheme. 

In general, there is a tight relationship between the key storage, rekeying 
communication cost, and security properties of group key management. Following, 
we describe in more detail the security and efficiency requirements for the group 
key management. 

3.3 Security and efficiency requirements 

The main goal of the group key management is to assure that only authorized users 
are in the possession of the group key. As the group is dynamic, the group key must 
be changed accordingly, and this must be done securely. The security requirements 
for the group management are: 

• Forward secrecy (or forward access control): Impossibility of a former 
group member that has been excluded to gain access to future group keys 
and implicitly to future multicast group traffic. 

• Backward secrecy (or backward access control): Impossibility of a newly 
joined group member to gain access to past group keys and implicitly to the 
past multicast traffic. 

• Collusion resistance: Impossibility for two or more former group members, 
who have been excluded, to gain access to future group keys even if they 
collude and put their keying material together.  

The collusion resistance can be regarded as varying within a range of values, i.e. 
a scheme can be said to be k-resistant iff it is resistant to collusion of at most k 
users. 

By extension, the forward and backward secrecy could also be regarded as 
varying within a range of values, being actually defined as k-forward secrecy and k-
backward secrecy (e.g. in [MS98]). That is, a k-forward secrecy scheme would 
provide forward secrecy if the number of excluded users is less or equal to k. In this 
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case, the set of three requirements stated above would reduce to only two, the 
forward and the backward secrecy, whereas the collusion would be an intrinsic 
component of these two. The goal would then be to provide perfect forward and 
perfect backward secrecy. However, as shown by the previous work in group key 
management, the perfect backward secrecy is not usually a problem since it is 
relatively easy to provide it, whereas the forward secrecy is a central problem. 
Therefore, we have chosen to decouple the k-forward secrecy into pure forward 
secrecy, referring to the problem of one user leaving the group, and the collusion 
aspect, referring to the case when at least two users are involved. In conclusion, we 
consider the backward and forward secrecy as having Boolean values, according to 
whether or not they are achieved, and the collusion resistance as having a range of 
values, according to the degree of collusion resistance obtained. 

A scheme has perfect resistance to collusion when no coalition of users, of no 
matter what size, could compromise the security of the scheme. Also, a scheme has 
no resistance to collusion when any two users from the group can collude and 
become immune to group rekeying. 

Since the size of the secure multicast group can be quite big, e.g. hundreds of 
thousands, the key management is also under tight efficiency constraints. The 
efficiency requirements are in terms of minimizing the network and computer 
resources consumed by the key management. Particularly, the resources of interest 
are: 

• Network bandwidth: Minimize the amount of traffic required by the 
rekeying operation. 

• Key storage: Minimize the key storage required by the key management. 
• Computation resources: Minimize the computation required by the key 

management. 

We measure the efficiency in terms of communication cost, key storage cost, and 
computation cost. The lower these costs are, the more efficient the scheme is. 
Throughout this thesis we pay particular attention to the communication and key 
storage cost. The communication cost will be measured in number of message units 
(encrypted keys) needed to be communicated in order to perform a certain 
management operation, such as group rekeying. The key storage cost is measured in 
number of keys required to be stored by each user and by the controller, 
respectively. 

3.4 Efficient group key management 

The broad and challenging problem of establishing and managing group keys 
touches upon a large body of previous work, and a detailed overview of the topic 
can be found in Chapter 7, the related work. Among this work, the logical key 
hierarchy and the flat key schemes form two main groups of proposals for scalable 
secure multicasting, which have the efficient group rekeying as their major goal.  
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The tree key schemes, or the logical key hierarchy (LKH) based schemes, were 
proposed in [WGL98] by Wong and colleagues, in [CWS+98] by Caronni and 
colleagues, and in [RFC2627] by Wallner and colleagues. They address the problem 
of minimizing the communication cost of the rekeying operation by using a key tree 
arrangement of keys. The idea is to recursively partition the multicast group into 
subgroups and to assign auxiliary symmetric keys to these subgroups. Whenever a 
user leaves the multicast group the controller uses these auxiliary keys to rekey the 
remaining users on a subgroup basis by using a minimum number of subgroups 
covering all non-excluded users.  

The communication cost to exclude one user from a group of N users using LKH 
is 2*log(N)-1, while each group member is required to store log(N)+1 keys3. 
However, the key storage requirement for the group controller is still high, 
increasing linearly with the number of users, i.e. it is 2*N-1 keys. 

Wong and colleagues generalize the key tree to a key graph [WGL98]. Following, 
Yang and Lam [YL00] show that, in a key graph, the lower bound complexity for 
rekeying communication, when the only allowed operation for the GC to distribute 
one key is to encrypt it by another key, is logarithmic with the group size. This is a 
property of LKH and its variants, the one-way function trees (OFT) [MS98] and the 
one-way function chain (OFC) [CGI+99]. These schemes provide perfect resistance 
to collusion.  

Potential ways of further improving the efficiency of group rekeying are to extend 
the operations allowed for key distribution and to relax the security requirements 
[YL00]. For instance, more efficient results are achieved by reusing auxiliary keys 
among different groups of users and encrypting the group key with a combination of 
these keys. This way, ad-hoc groups can be created which usually cover more users 
than the groups pre-established by the key tree. The Boolean function minimization 
(BFM) [CEK99], by Chang and colleagues, and the Flat-VersaKey [WCS+99], by 
Waldvogel and colleagues, fall in this category called the flat or matrix based 
schemes. 

The communication cost to exclude one user from a group of users using the flat 
scheme is log(N), as in [CEK99], and the storage requirement for a member of the 
group is log(N)+1. The big advantage of the flat scheme is that the controller key 
storage decreases to 2*log(N)+1. Moreover, as shown in [CEK99], these schemes 
improve the communication cost in the case of cumulative member exclusion. 
However, the flat scheme is susceptible to collusion attacks.  

The security and efficiency parameters of the LKH and flat schemes are 
summarized in Table  3-1, and a more detailed description of the LKH and flat, 

                                                           
3 Throughout this thesis the notation log(x) refers to the logarithm in base 2 of a given value x, 

i.e. 2log ( )x , if not specified otherwise. 
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including the rekeying algorithms, is given in section  7.3.1 and in section  7.3.2, 
respectively. 

Table  3-1: Security and efficiency parameters 

 LKH Flat 
Forward secrecy Yes Yes 
Backward secrecy Yes Yes 
Collusion resistance Perfect No resistance 
Communication cost 2*log(N) – 1 log(N) 
User key storage log(N) + 1 log(N) + 1 
Controller key 
storage  

2*N – 1 2*log(N) + 1 

In general, the resistance to collusion is achieved at the expense of efficiency, and 
the current key management schemes focus on extreme cases of this requirement – 
either perfect resistance to collusion is provided, or on the contrary no guarantees on 
collusion resistance are given. This is schematically presented in Figure  3-7.  

perfect
resistance

no resistance

Resource cost

Collusion
resistance

low cost high cost

ideal functioning point perfect resistance, high cost

no resistance, low cost

flexible key
management schemes

 

Figure  3-7: Security and efficiency space 

However, applications may have certain assumptions regarding members and 
accessibility to the multicast channel. Based on this we argue that more flexible key 
management schemes should be designed to balance the given collusion constraints 
against efficiency, filling the gap between the two extreme positions taken by 
current key management mechanisms.  
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Following this idea, the next chapters introduce two flexible group key 
management schemes capable of best meeting the applications’ security and 
efficiency requirements.  

Chapter 4 generalizes the collusion resistance definition and then formalizes it 
based on the user accessibility to the multicast channel. Then, we introduce a 
flexible category-based collusion resistance group key management scheme that 
balances the security-efficiency tradeoffs for multicast applications such as software 
delivery where a user categorization can be done. Chapter 5 introduces an 
improvement mechanism that reduces the key storage per user as well as the key 
storage for the controller.  

Finally, Chapter 6 presents our second scheme, the cluster-based group key 
management, which addresses the applications where the user categorization is not 
feasible.
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Chapter 4  

Category-based group key management 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we generalize the collusion resistance definition and then formalize it 
based on the user accessibility to the multicast channel. We also show how the 
previous work can be reformulated as special cases of our definition. Further, we 
propose and evaluate a flexible key management strategy for the general case where 
the accessibility relation defines the order of exclusion of categories. The theoretical 
and experimental results show that our scheme has good performance regarding the 
communication cost and the key storage cost for the controller. In particular, for a 
group of N users, the communication cost to exclude a category is lower than or 
equal to 2*log(N)-1 and the number of keys at the controller is lower than or equal 
to 2*N-1. 

4.2 Collusion resistance requirement 

As a step towards a definition of collusion, we introduce the notion of categories. 
We say that users belonging to the same category have the same accessibility to the 
multicast group. A binary accessibility relation is defined on the set of categories, 
reflecting the fact that users from one category have access to at least all sessions 
that users of another category have access to, and maybe more. The collusion 
resistance requirement of a certain application can be defined as a specific 
configuration of the categories and of the accessibility relation.  
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We introduce the following notions and notation: 
• U is the set of users and N is the total number of users.  
• C is the set of accessibility categories and M is the total number of 

categories. 
• The function users: C →℘(U), where users(c) gives all the users of 

category c. We assume that a user can belong to only one category, 
therefore: ∀ ci, cj ∈ C: ci ≠ cj → users(ci) ∩ users(cj) = ∅. Users with the 
same accessibility belong to the same accessibility category. All users need 
to belong to a category, that is

1,

( ) Ui
i M

users c
=

=∪ . 

• ≺⊆ C×C, a reflexive partial order, is the accessibility relation on categories 
reflecting the relative access to the multicast group the users from one 
category have compared to users from another category. If ci≺ cj, then users 
from cj can access at least all sessions that users from ci have access to. 

• E ⊆ C the set of excluded categories. 

With the above notation we define the collusion resistance requirement as 
follows: 

No coalition of users from a subset I of excluded categories, I ⊆ E, 
can gain access to future group keys unless ∃ ci∈ C \ E,        
∃  cj∈ I:  ci≺  cj. 

In other words, a coalition of users from a subset I of excluded categories can 
gain access to future group keys only if there is a category in I that can access 
more than a not yet excluded category. 

A scenario modeled by our definition of collusion is, for instance, the software 
delivery [HS00, Han01] where users can be categorized according to how much they 
buy. Some users could buy only the initial software product, while others could 
subscribe to a certain number of updates and future versions. This would correspond 
to a “buy more” total order, as observed in [Han01]. For example, consider the 
distribution of a software product and two following updates.  Using our notation, 
this setting can be modeled by: 

• the set of users U. 
• the set of categories C = {cinit, cup1, cup2}, where the three categories 

correspond to the initial distribution and the two following updates, 
respectively. 

• the accessibility relation ≺  = {<cinit, cup1>, <cinit, cup2>, <cup1, cup2>}, 
denoting that the users in category cup2 have access to more sessions than the 
users from categories cinit and cup1, as well as that the users in category cup1 

have access to more sessions than the users from category cinit.  
• the set E of excluded categories, where initially E = ∅. 
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After the initial software and the first update are distributed, the categories cinit 
and cup1 will be excluded. At this point E = {cinit, cup1}, as the second update should 
only be distributed to users from category cup2. The collusion resistance requirement 
states then that no combination of users from the excluded categories, i.e. cinit and 
cup1, can gain access to the group keys for the second update. 

However, software can split in different version branches (e.g. separating 
features) or merge different tools into one single software product. Also, users could 
subscribe for more than one product or more than one branch of the same product. 
Therefore, a more general model of this scenario is the partial order, as proposed 
above. We observe that this order also intuitively relates to the order in which users 
are excluded from the authorized group of receivers. Although our accessibility 
relation generalizes the “buy more” from [Han01], it is not limited only to that 
scenario, but it can model any situation where the exclusion order is known or can 
be inferred. 

4.3 Discussion 

According to our definition, the collusion resistance requirement for an application 
depends solely on the configuration of the category set C and on the accessibility 
relation ≺ . 

We discuss a number of possible configurations of C and≺ : 
1. C = {c} and ≺ ={<c,c>}. All users are in one category. This case 

corresponds to applications that have no constraints with respect to 
collusion. Solutions for this case, such as BFM [CEK99] and Flat-VersKey 
[WCS+99], reuse auxiliary keys and achieve very good efficiency. Also, the 
linear ordering of receivers (LORE) [FJA02] has good performance with 
regard to communication, as the exclusion operation requires only two 
messages; however, LORE has no resistance to collusion. 

 
2. C = {c1, c2, … cM} and ≺  is a total order. Categories are defined. In this 

case, the controller knows exactly the order in which the categories will be 
excluded. The solution proposed in [Han01] addresses this case by using 
BFM with a special arrangement of users, such that users from “buy less” 
categories can not collude over users from “buy more” categories. Although 
the number of keys is kept low, the solution imposes too strict constraints 
regarding the maximum cardinality of each category. Another scheme, the 
zero side effect multicast key management using arbitrarily revealed key 
sequences (MARKS) [Bri99], assumes also that applications, such as pay 
TV, can plan the user exclusion. When joining a multicast session, a new 
user should exchange only one short set-up message with the key center. 
Moreover, when excluding users, no additional messaging is needed as the 
exclusion has been planned already while joining. Thus, the scheme is said 
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to have zero side effects on other receivers when a single receiver joins or 
leave a session. 

 
3. C = {c1, c2, … cM} and ≺  is a reflexive partial order. This is the general 

case. The controller knows that some order exists among some of the 
categories, where other categories are incomparable. Solutions for this case 
do not exist in previous the work.  

 
4. C = {c1, c2, … cM} and ≺ = {<ci, ci>}i=1, M. In this case, the controller cannot 

make any assumption regarding the order the categories are going to be 
excluded. Leaving the multicast group happens in an unpredictable manner. 
No prior knowledge is available about how much access one category has 
compared to another. A special scheme addressing this case is the cluster-
based group key management presented in  Chapter 6, but with the constraint 
that all categories have the same cardinality. A similar setting is also 
considered in the hybrid structuring of receivers (HySOR) [FJA02]. This 
scheme is capable of trading the communication cost versus resistance to 
collusion by combining the LKH and the LORE. 

 
5. C = {c1, c2, … cM}, M = N, users(ci) = {ui} and ≺ = {<ci, ci>}i=1, M. This is a 

special configuration of the previous case where each category directly 
maps to a user. Again, leaving the multicast group happens in an 
unpredictable manner. The collusion resistance requirement can be rewritten 
as no coalition of excluded users can get access to future group keys. This is 
the most common requirement in the existing work for securing multicast, 
e.g. [RFC2094, RFC2627, WGL98, WCS+99]. Although solutions for this 
case provide perfect resistance to collusion, this comes at an expense on 
efficiency.  

In the next section, we propose a key management strategy for the general case of 
collusion, which takes into consideration the existence of different categories of 
users. We show that our solution is more efficient, in terms of transmissions, than 
the solutions for case 5, which has been the premise for most of the work in securing 
multicast communication. 

4.4 Category-based group key management 

We consider a centralized architecture, where one group controller manages the 
users’ access to the group communication channel. The controller initiates all the 
sessions, generates and distributes the keys, maintains information about the 
categories, and accordingly adds and removes users and categories to and from the 
multicast group. Although the central controller can be a potential performance 
bottleneck, this architecture is more desirable in systems where one party must 
retain the control such as in multicast software delivery [HS00, Han01]. Moreover, 
methods of replication can be used to unload the controller.  
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We assume that categories are excluded based on the accessibility relation and we 
formulate the requirement that is used in the design of our solution: 

• , :i j j i j ic c C c E c c c E∀ ∈ ∈ ∧ → ∈≺ ;  

• No coalition of users from excluded categories can gain access to future 
group keys. 

This requirement implies the collusion resistance requirement but maps better to 
operations performed by the controller, and it is therefore more helpful when 
approaching the solution. In particular, the ≺  relation can be mapped to the 
knowledge the controller has regarding the order in which the categories must be 
excluded. Our new problem is then to find a mechanism to exclude a category when 
the order of exclusion is known, where the exclusion must have perfect resistance to 
collusion. 

4.4.1 Category accessibility graph 

The category accessibility graph (CAG) is a directed acyclic and rooted graph 
corresponding to the accessibility relation (partial order) ≺ . The CAG is rooted in 
the sense that there is a node in the graph that has no incoming arcs.  

In CAG the nodes stand for categories and an arc ci←cj corresponds to the 
relation ci≺ cj between the two categories. In the remainder we talk about categories 
and nodes in CAG interchangeably. 

We note that the partial order ≺  is, in general, without a greatest element (refer 
to [KBR97] for definitions); therefore, it is also without a root. If this is the case, 
then we add a new category, namely the rc (root category), in the set of categories 
and also add the needed relations such that ≺  becomes a reflexive partial order with 
the greatest element rc. 

The CAG is constructed in a similar manner as the Hasse diagram [KBR97] 
corresponding to the reflexive partial order≺ . Thus, the CAG is obtained from the 
diagraph of relation ≺  by eliminating all one length cycles, implied by the reflexive 
property, and all the arcs implied by the transitive property. The result is a directed, 
intransitive, acyclic, and non-reflexive graph, as shown in Figure  4-1. Since≺  has a 
greatest element in rc, it can be shown that CAG has exactly one node, the rc, with 
in-degree zero. Moreover, it follows from the properties of ≺  and the construction 
of CAG that for any node in CAG, different than rc, there is at least one directed 
path from rc to that node. That is, CAG is a rooted diagraph with root in rc. 
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Figure  4-1: Category accessibility graph (CAG) 

4.4.2 Key assignment 

We start from the following observation. If ci≺ cj (or ci←cj in CAG) then whenever 
node ci has to be rekeyed node cj will also need to be rekeyed. Therefore, we 
introduce the propagation principle: if ci≺ cj then give node cj the keys that are used 
for rekeying ci. This will assure that whenever ci is rekeyed cj is also rekeyed, 
without the need to specifically rekey cj and its ancestors. 

However, this will not solve the case when category ci must leave the group while 
cj, together with its ancestors, remain in the group. Therefore, if ci≺ cj then cj must 
have at least one key that is not known to ci. This key will be used to rekey cj when 
ci leaves. We apply again the first principle for the ancestors of cj, so that the key of 
cj is given to its ancestors too. 

We also make the observation that at any time any of the leaf nodes can 
unpredictably be excluded, independent of the exact branches where they are 
situated. Therefore, for the leaf nodes we use a perfect resistance to collusion 
scheme. In particular, we use the LKH key arrangement, and construct the key tree 
corresponding to the leaf nodes in CAG, naming it the leaf key tree (LKT). A key 
Ka,b from LKT denotes that the key is shared by all nodes with the slot identifier id 
such that a ≤ id ≤ b. The root of the LKT is the group key (GK). 
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a) Category accessibility graph (CAG) b) Leaf Key Tree (LKT) 
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Figure  4-2: Key assignment 

Figure  4-2 shows the CAG from our previous example and its corresponding 
LKT. In this case, node c9 will be given the group key GK and the auxiliary keys 
K0,3  K0,1 and K0,0. Following the propagation principle, these keys will also be given 
to categories c5, c2, and c1 in CAG.  

In conclusion the key assignment is as follows: 
• Each leaf node ci in the CAG receives the group key GK and a set of 

auxiliary keys from LKT, corresponding to the node’s slot identifier: 

(Eq.4-1) { },( )  ( )LKT i a b slotid ikeys c GK K a id b id LKT c= ≤ ≤ ∧ =∪  

• Each interior node cj has a key Kj. Further if ci≺ cj then all the keys of ci are 
given also to cj.  

 
In general the key assignment is: 

(Eq.4-2) ( )

( ),
( )

( ),
i CAG j

j i j CAG
c descendants c

j

LKT j j CAG

K keys c if c leafs
keys c

keys c if c leafs

∈

 ∉
= 
 ∈

∪
 

where leafsCAG  is the set of leaf nodes in CAG and  keysLKT  is as defined above. 
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4.4.3 Group rekeying 

The rekeying algorithm to exclude a leaf node ci from CAG is: 

Step 1. Exclude node ci from the LKT following the LKH rekeying algorithm, see 
section  7.3.1. This assures that all leafs, except for the excluded leaf will get 
the new group key GKnew. When removing node c9, for instance, nodes c10, c3, 
c7, c15 and c16 will be rekeyed. Since their ancestors know the keys of these 
nodes, the ancestors will also be able to decrypt these messages and learn the 
new auxiliary keys as well as the new GKnew. 

Step 2. Further two cases are distinguished: 
Step 2.1. No new nodes become leafs in CAG. In this case, all the remaining 

nodes have been rekeyed. Go to step 3. 
Step 2.2. New nodes become leafs in CAG. Since these nodes have no other 

descendants than the one that is excluded, they cannot be rekeyed. In Figure 
 4-2.a, when removing node c14 (assuming that nodes c15 and c16 were 
removed earlier) nodes c11 and c13 will become leafs. In this case, each new 
leaf in CAG must be included in the LKT and rekeyed. Two sub-cases 
follow: 
Step 2.2.1. The LKT has enough free slots (unused key leafs) to 

accommodate the new leafs. Go to step 2.3. 
Step 2.2.2. The LKT doesn’t have enough free slots. In this case, LKT must 

be expanded. LKT grows with one or more levels such that it 
accommodates all the newcomers. To grow the LKT with one level, for 
instance, the controller generates a new root key GKnew for the LKT. 
The old LKT will be the left sub-tree starting from the new GKnew. That 

is, the GK becomes the 12,0
K −d , where d is the depth of the initial LKT. 

The GKnew is conveyed to the old members of the tree by encrypting it 
with the old GK and multicasting to the group. Within the same 
message the old members are informed that the tree increased with one 
level and the indexes of their keys changed, such that 

1)1*(2,*2
K

−+−− jj idid becomes
1)1*(2,*2 11K

−++−+− jj idid . The whole new right 

sub-tree of the LKT will then be available to newcomers. Observe that 
LKT can grow more than one level at once making this process more 
efficient. Go to step 2.3. 

Step 2.3. Rekey and include each new leaf cj into the LKT by sending the new 
group key GKnew, as well as the auxiliary keys associated with LKT, 
encrypted with its key Kj. Category cj and all its ancestors will understand 
this message so the key propagation is re-established.  

Step 3. The algorithm ends. 
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The rekeying communication cost is: 

(Eq.4-3) 2∗log( |leafsCAG| )  - 1 + newleafs (sn) + 1 

The newleafs is a function, denoting the number of new leafs in CAG at session 
number sn. The notation |S| denotes the cardinality (or the size) of a given set S. The 
last term “1” comes from the worst case assumption that any application of the 
exclusion algorithm will require expansion of the LKT. Obviously, the formula 
reduces to: 

(Eq.4-4) 2∗log( |leafsCAG| ) + newleafs (sn) 

The number of keys per user varies from log( |leafsCAG| ) + 1 for the leafs in the 
CAG to M + |leafsCAG| – 1 for the root of CAG.  The total number of keys is M + 
|leafsCAG| – 1 which is also the number of keys at the controller. The solution has 
good performance for communication, but the number of keys per user, as well as 
the number of keys at the controller, increases due to the propagation of keys. 

For a given number of categories M, the number of transmissions and the number 
of keys at the controller depends on the number of leafs in CAG. Fewer leafs result 
in better numbers. On the other hand, the number of keys per user depends not only 
on the number of nodes M and the number of leafs, i.e. |leafsCAG|, but also on the 
mapping between nodes from leafsCAG and the slots in LKT. According to (Eq.4-2) , 
the set of keys depends on the union of keys propagating from its descendants, and it 
has therefore fewer elements in the case where the propagated keys are the same. 

4.5 Evaluation 

We analytically compare the efficiency of our solution strategy with our reference 
schemes, namely the LKH and flat, and then present experimental results obtained 
through simulation. 

4.5.1 Comparison 

The comparison is given in Table  4-1. We observe that the performance of the 
exclusion algorithm is dependent on the term newleafs(sn), see (Eq.4-4) . We note 
that, for a given number of categories M, each category will sooner or later become 
a leaf in CAG. Also, there will be at least as many sessions as M. Therefore, on 
average newleafs(sn) ≤ 1. We also note that |leafsCAG| ≤ M. Moreover, M = N 
denotes the worst case where every category has exactly one user. 
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Table  4-1: Comparison with the reference schemes 

 LKH Flat Category-based GKM 
Forward secrecy Yes Yes Yes 
Backward secrecy Yes Yes Yes 

Collusion resistance Perfect No resistance 
Collusion resistance is 
configurable using CAG 

Communication cost 2*log(N) – 1 log(N) 
2∗log( |leafsCAG| ) + 
newleafs(sn) 

User key storage log(N) + 1 log(N) + 1 
from log( |leafsCAG| ) + 1  
to |leafsCAG| + M –1 

Controller key 
storage  

2*N – 1 2*log(N) + 1 |leafsCAG| + M – 1 

 

4.5.2 Experimental results 

We evaluate the performance of our proposed solution by simulating different 
configurations of the CAG in the case where the CAG is a tree. We motivate 
choosing a tree for CAG by the following facts: the tree is a worst case with respect 
to memory need; further, it is also a worst case with respect to the number of keys 
per user; finally, there already exist random tree generators that have been used in 
benchmarking multicast protocols. 

A specific configuration of the CAG models a certain collusion resistance 
requirement. We randomly generate such configurations by using a random tree 
generator with three degrees of freedom - the maximum number of nodes, the 
maximum number of leafs, and the maximum branching factor.  

The tree generator is inspired from the random tree generator proposed and used 
for benchmarking multicast protocols in [RM99]. However, we have modified the 
original algorithm such that the generator guarantees that the generated tree has exactly 
the number of nodes and the number of leafs that has been specified as input to the 
algorithm. This makes our results more accurate. 

In the experiments, the number of categories (nodes in CAG) has been kept to 
10000, and the number of leafs has been varied from 100 to 7000. Each combination 
of nodes and leafs has been repeated with a maximum branching factor of 4, 6, 8, 
10, and 16. 

As shown by the experiments and as expected from (Eq.4-4) , the number of 
transmissions depends solely on the number of leafs, see Figure  4-3. Fewer leafs re-
sult in fewer transmissions, more leafs results in more transmissions. Since the 
number of leafs is related to the degree of collusion, this result confirms our 
hypothesis – the more constraints are put on collusion the more communication is 
needed. Our solution gives the possibility to balance the collusion resistance 
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requirement and the number of transmissions. The number of keys at the controller, 
Figure  4-4, is less than in the LKH, but it increases with the number of leafs in the 
CAG. In fact, the number of transmissions and the number of keys at the controller 
from the LKH are upper bounds for the number of transmissions and the number of 
keys at the controller in our scheme. 
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Figure  4-3: Category-based GKM: communication cost 
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Figure  4-4: Category-based GKM: controller key storage 
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Figure  4-5: Category-based GKM: average user key storage 
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Figure  4-6: Category-based GKM: maximum user key storage 

Since the keys from child nodes are given to their parents, the fewer leafs we 
have the more keys per user we get, as shown in Figure  4-5 (on average) and Figure 
 4-6 (maximum). Note that we have computed the average number of keys per user 
in the conditions of only one user per category. If there are more than one user per 
category the distribution of keys per user can change very much and can greatly 
influence the average. If categories closer to the root have many users, the average 
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would become high. On the contrary, if most of the users are concentrated in 
categories closer to the leafs, the average goes down. 

4.6 Discussion and conclusions 

This chapter adds the collusion constraints as an explicit requirement for designing 
group key management systems. We generalize the collusion resistance definition 
and then formalize it based on the user accessibility to the multicast channel. The 
collusion resistance requirement for an application can be specified in terms of 
categories of users and relations among these categories in the form of category 
accessibility graph (CAG). Further, we proposed a category-based group key 
management scheme for the general case of collusion resistance requirement. A 
scalability analysis is given in terms of rekeying communication cost (the number of 
transmitted keys) and the storage requirement (number of keys). We find that there 
is a tight dependency between the exact settings of the collusion resistance 
requirement shown in the form of CAG and the performance of the solution. In 
general, the solution has good performance for the number of transmissions needed 
to rekey in case a category must be excluded. However, the number of keys per user 
may become large due to the propagation principle.  

To concentrate on the problem of user categorization, we have discussed in this 
chapter only the management (inclusion and exclusion) of categories, but not the 
joins and leaves of individual users. We note that for case 5 from section 4.2 (one 
user per category) our solution actually deals with users. For the other cases it is 
possible to use a two level management approach to deal with both users and 
categories at the same time. Such an approach is adopted in the cluster-based group 
key management, presented in  Chapter 6. 

In the next chapter, we propose an improvement mechanism to the category-
based key management that alleviates the explosion of keys due to the propagation 
principle. The mechanism is based on hash dependencies between keys in CAG. 
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Chapter 5  

Spanning hash key tree 

5.1 Introduction 

The category-based group key management (category-based GKM) proposed in 
Chapter 4 suffers from the fact that it increases the storage requirement per user. 
This is the effect of the key propagation in the CAG. In order to alleviate this 
problem we devise a technique based on a spanning hash key tree (SKT) to reduce 
the propagation and consequently to reduce the storage requirement for users. The 
SKT adds hash dependencies among the keys assigned to different categories, such 
that the keys of child categories in the category accessibility graph (CAG) can be 
derived from their parent keys using a one-way hash function. This way the parent 
categories should not store all the keys of their child categories, but only a subset of 
them. The exact keys that need to be stored by a given node are computed using the 
maximals function. In the worst case, the keys that have to be stored in the improved 
scheme are the same as the keys in the initial category-based GKM. However, the 
experimental results show that, in general, the improved scheme greatly reduces the 
key storage for the users and for the controller. 

5.2 Spanning hash key tree 

We define the spanning hash key tree (SKT) as: 

The spanning hash key tree (SKT) is the directed shortest 
paths spanning tree in CAG rooted at rc.  
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The existence of the spanning tree in CAG is guaranteed by the following theorem:  

A finite directed rooted graph G with root r has a spanning 
tree with the root in r [Wan80]. 

As CAG is a directed graph rooted at rc, and following the theorem from above, 
we conclude that the CAG has at least one spanning tree rooted at rc. Among all the 
possible spanning trees of CAG rooted at rc the SKT has the property of being the 
shortest paths spanning tree rooted at rc. That is, the distance of the paths from the 
root node rc to each of the nodes in the tree is minimal, where we define the distance 
of the path to be given by the number of arcs traversed by that path.  

We note that efficient algorithms exist [BH89], such as Breadth-First Search algorithm 
and the Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dij59], which find the shortest paths tree in a graph. 

A spanning tree of a graph has the same set of nodes as the initial graph. That is, 
the SKT would have categories as nodes. However, we associate to each category ci 
in the spanning tree a unique key Ki and we actually use these keys as nodes in the 
SKT. In other words, the SKT is obtained by re-labeling the spanning tree 
corresponding to CAG. Note that re-labeling of a graph or tree does not change in 
any way its properties, because the re-labeling is an isomorphic operation. Figure 
 5-1 shows the CAG from Figure  4-1 along with its corresponding SKT. 

 
a) Category accessibility graph (CAG) 
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b) Spanning Hash Key Tree (SKT) 

 

Figure  5-1: CAG and its corresponding spanning hash key tree 
(SKT) 

We use the notation SKT.nodes and SKT.arcs to refer to arcs and nodes from 
SKT. Also, we use the Boolean function path denoting whether or not a directed 
path exists between two nodes in SKT. 
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(Eq.5-1) 
: . . { ,  }

,    ;
( , )

j i
j i

path SKT nodes SKT nodes true false

true if  a path exists from K to K
path K K

false, otherwise.

× →


= 


 

We introduce a hash dependency between the keys in SKT, such that the 
following invariant holds: 

(Eq.5-2)  
∀ Ki, Kj: Ki, Kj∈ SKT.nodes ∧ (Kj, Ki) ∈ SKT.arcs → Ki = h (Kj || i) 

The function h is a strong one-way hash function with the following properties: 
• Function h maps an input x of arbitrary finite bit length, to an output h(x) of 

fixed bit length. 
• For any given x in the domain of h, it is easy to compute h(x).  
• For any given y in the range of h, it is computationally infeasible to find x 

such that h(x) = y.  
• For any given x in the domain of h, it is computationally infeasible to find x’ 

such that h(x’) = h(x). 
• It is computationally infeasible to find any pair x and x’ such that h(x) = 

h(x’).  

For an exhaustive discussion of a one-way hash function’s properties we direct 
the reader to [MOV97].  

The notation h(Kj || i) denotes that key Kj is concatenated with the index i, 
corresponding to one of its child nodes, and then the one-way hash function is 
applied to the resulting concatenation. 

Following the invariant from (Eq.5-2) , an internal key in the SKT is obtained by 
hashing the concatenation of its parent key with the index of the node. For instance, 
the key tree in Figure  5-1 is obtained, starting from K1, by applying the one-way 
hash function h as follows: K2=h(K1 || 2), K3=h(K1 || 3), K4=h(K1 || 4); K5=h(K2 || 5), 
K6=h(K2 || 6); K9=h(K5 || 9), etc.  

5.3 Key assignment 

We define the function keys that maps a category ci from CAG to a corresponding 
set of keys. Since the keys given to categories come from the two disjunctive 
structures of keys, the LKT and the SKT, we define the function keys by defining its 
two components keysLKT  and keysSKT. 

(Eq.5-3) keys(cj) = keysLKT (cj) ∪ keysSKT(cj) 
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(Eq.5-4) 

{ }
( )
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∪  

(Eq.5-5) 
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( ) ( ( )),

i CAG j

j CAG

SKT j
j SKT i

c descendants c

if c leafs
keys c maximals K keys c otherwise

∈

∅ ∈= 


∪  

The function maximals gives the set of maximal keys of a given set of keys, as 
defined by the order in SKT: 

(Eq.5-6)  
maximals: ℘(SKT.nodes)→ ℘(SKT.nodes) 

maximals(Ks) = {Kj ∈ Ks | ∀ Ki: Ki∈ Ks ∧ Ki ≠ Kj →  ¬ path(Ki, Kj) }. 

The keysSKT follows the same principle of propagating up the keys from children 
to their parents as in previous chapter. Still, we reduce the effect of the propagation 
by exploiting the hashing dependencies between the keys in SKT. That is, not all the 
keys are propagated up, but only the keys that cannot be derived following a path in 
SKT. These are the maximal keys (given by the maximals function) of the 
propagated set of keys.  

For example, we show what keys are given to category c8 by the keysSKT. The 
descendants of node c8 are nodes c11, c12, c13, c14, c15, and c16, as in Figure  5-1. The 
propagation principle says that the keys assigned to them be propagated up to c8, 
such that category c8 will get its assigned key K8 and the propagated keys K11, K12 
K13, K14, K15, and  K16. This is a total of 7 keys. Applying the maximals function to 
these 7 keys we obtain only two keys K8 and K11. Any of the other remaining 5 keys 
can be derived, through iterative hashing, from these two maximal keys. Therefore, 
the SKT and the maximals function decrease the number of keys that must be 
propagated, the worst case being when the application of maximals does not result 
in any minimization. Therefore, the use of SKT will, at worst, result in the same 
storage requirements for the keys as in the basic scheme presented in Chapter 4. 

Note that Ki ∈ keysSKT(ci) iff ci ∉ leafsCAG. The leaf keys in SKT are not given to 
their correspondent categories. These keys are actually not used at all. They appear 
in the scheme only to keep the one-to-one node correspondence between CAG and 
SKT. 

The reason for using SKT is to decrease the keys per user and keys at the 
controller. This is achieved from the fact that a user from a category ci should not 
store all the keys of its ancestors but only the maximal keys of the union of their 
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descendants. From this set of maximal keys a user can derive any of the keys of its 
descendants by hashing (maybe several times) one of its keys. The number of times 
a key must be hashed to get the result is equal to the length of the path between the 
maximal key of ci and the key that must be calculated in the spanning hash key tree. 
This motivates our choice for SKT to be the shortest paths spanning tree (and not 
any spanning tree), to reduce, in general, the number of hash iterations. 

For instance, we saw that the category c8 stores only the key K8 and K11. Now 
supposing that c8 wants to decrypt a message encrypted with a key corresponding to 
a lower category, say c13. Although category c8 does not have the key K13, used for 
the encryption, she can still derive it from her key K8, as follows: K12=h(K8||12), and 
K13=h(K12||13). That is, c8 finds the correct key in two hashing iterations. Note that 
although category c8 can compute the keys of its descendants, the contrary is not 
true. This is guaranteed by the one-way properties of function h. 

5.4 Evaluation 

Similar to the initial category-based GKM from previous chapter we calculate the 
number of keys per user and number of keys at the controller for the case when 
CAG is a tree. We compare the results obtained using the spanning hash key tree 
with our initial category-based GKM scheme, as well as with the flat and the LKH 
schemes. The SKT gives a big improvement both for the user key storage, Figure 
 5-2, as well as for the controller key storage, Figure  5-3. 
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Figure  5-2: SKT: user key storage 
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Figure  5-3: SKT: controller key storage 
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Figure  5-4: Keys per user function of the branching factor 

Still, the number of keys per user is quite high when the maximum branching 
factor increases as depicted in Figure  5-4.  For M = 10000 and |leafsCAG| = 1000 the 
keys per user increase starting from a branching factor of B = 32. For B in the 
interval [2; 32] the number of keys per user is less than 190. 
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5.5 Cryptographic primitives 

For symmetric encryption, we choose Two-key Triple DES [DES] with key length 
112 bit4. The function h can be based on cryptographic hash function such as MD5 
[RFC1320] or SHA-1[SHA-1]. The SHA-1, for instance, generates a 160 bit length 
output and processes the input in blocks of 512 bit. The input to the hash function is 
obtained by concatenating the Triple DES key and the index (or address) of the 
category. Considering a 32 bit space for addressing categories, giving 232 unique 
addresses, the input to the hash function will be 144 bit length. The SHA-1 appends 
to the input the padding bits and the length. The output of the SHA-1 is 160 bit 
while the Triple DES key length is 112 bit. In this case we discard some of the hash 
output. The SHA-1 algorithm has the property that every bit of the hash code is a 
function of every bit of the input. Even more it is unlikely that two different inputs, 
even exhibiting similar regularities, will have the same hash. That’s why hashing the 
same key, but with different category addresses gives totally different keys, that 
cannot be correlated. A user, knowing a certain key derived from K, can not learn 
any other key that is derived from the same key K. For SHA-1, the difficulty of 
finding the input corresponding to a given hashed output is on the order of 2160 
operations, while the difficulty of coming up with two messages having the same 
hash is on the order of  280 operations [MOV97]. 

A key situated towards the leafs of SKT is obtained by multiple (possible many) 
iterations of the function h. Since the output is in a finite space of 160 bit, concerns 
could arise regarding the collision of the h function. This would result in a lower and 
a higher category, with regard to CAG, being assigned the same hash key, hindering 
the security of the system.  Generically, in a chain x0, x1, x2,…xi,… xl with xk+1 = 
h(xk), where function h: {0, 1}m→{0, 1}m, it could be possible that there exist 
distinct indices i and j, such that xi = xj [MOV97]. For this to happen with a 
negligible probability, the length l of the chain must be reasonable short compared 
to 2m. For instance, the maximum iteration count for hashing in the S/KEY 
[RFC1760] is suggested to be something in range of 500-1000. Therefore, we 
consider 1000 being a safe depth limit of the SKT tree.  

5.6 Computation requirements 

The CAG is maintained only by the multicast group controller. Based on this 
structure the controller computes the LKT and the SKT, and distributes the keys to 
users. LKT is fairly easy to determine if a list of all leafs in CAG is maintained. The 
time complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dij59] to determine the SKT (the shortest 
paths spanning tree in a graph) is O(M2). Faster implementations exist that can run 
in shorter time, such as implementations based on heap [AMO+90] and topological 

                                                           
4 We note that Triple DES (112 bit key length) and SHA-1 are provided by the Java 

Cryptography Extension (JCE) [JCE] included in the J2SDK version 1.4. 
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ordering [Dia69]. Note that in a diagraph, as CAG is, a topological order on the 
nodes can always be given. In these conditions the shortest paths tree can be 
computed more quickly, in linear time. 

In addition to computing the SKT, the controller spends computation on 
generating all the keys corresponding to nodes in SKT by iterative hashing of the 
root key. The controller computes also the maximal keys for each category.  

The user needs only to compute the keys of the categories descending from her 
category. Depending on the length of the path from her key to the needed key the 
computation effort varies. Moreover, each user will need a way to determine if she 
can derive a key from its own set of keys. We discuss below how this aspect 
influences the user storage requirement. 

5.7 Key addressing 

When a message is encrypted with a key Ki from SKT and then multicasted, all the 
receivers who have that key, or can derive that key, should be able to decrypt the 
message. A problem is how a user can determine whether or not she can compute 
the K from the set of keys she holds. Second, how can the user determine which is 
the exact key, say Kj, to be used for computing Ki and how can the user determine 
the path (the correct indices to apply to the hash function) from the key Kj to key Ki. 

One solution would be to actually embed all ancestor keys’ indices of Ki into the 
multicasted message. In such a way each user receiving the message can easily see if 
she has a key Kj from which the encryption key Ki can be derived. However, this 
would significantly increase the length of the multicasted messages. In general, if 
the path from the root key in SKT to Ki is d, then the overload would be 32 × d bits, 
where d can be any number between 0 and M – 1. For M = 10000 categories and a 
very long path the overload can hit 9KB per message. The amount of addressing 
information would swamp the amount of data actually carried in the message 
payload. 

Another solution could be to put the burden on the user to store enough 
information to be able to determine if she can derive an encryption key, and if so, 
how to do it. In this situation each user needs to keep a forest of structure trees from 
SKT. Note that the user should not store the actual keys from the SKT nodes, but 
rather their indices and their relationships. The tree structures are sub-trees from 
SKT rooted at the keys given by the keysSKT. This structure allows a user to compute 
all the needed keys.  

The question is how big is such a structure that stores the whole forest a user 
needs? If we consider a Boolean matrix representation of the forest, the structure 
stored by a user can vary from 0 to M × M bits, depending on the user position in 
the CAG. For M = 10000 categories, this gives a maximum of about 10 MB, while 
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for 100000 categories the maximum is 1GB for the storage requirement per user to 
keep her forest of descendants. This could be prohibitive too. 

Balanced addressing tree 

An elegant solution to the problems above is to add more regularity to the SKT, 
such that most of the information can be inferred and the information to be 
conveyed and stored is minimized. To do so we consider the submersion of the 
spanning tree into a balanced tree with a fixed branching factor B and depth d. B and 
d are respectively the maximum branching factor and the depth of SKT. We call this 
tree the balanced addressing tree. Figure  5-5 shows a part of the balanced addressing 
tree of SKT from Figure  5-1. The gray nodes correspond to the real nodes in the 
SKT, where the other nodes are only for keeping the regularity. 
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Figure  5-5: Balanced addressing tree 

To address a node into this tree we use two axes - the level of the tree and the 
branch index corresponding to a level. A node in the tree is unambiguously addressed 
by the pair (i, j), where i is the level of the node and j is the node’s branch index at 

level i, more exactly 0,i d= and 0, 1ij B= − , where d is the depth of the tree. 

Given two nodes with the addresses (i, j) and (i’, j’), i’ ≤ i,  
• we want to know if there exists a path from (i, j) to (i’, j’); 
• and, if so is, we want to find this path.  

Observe that the structure is a tree, and therefore between any two nodes exists at 
most one path. To answer the first question we just need to perform a simple test. If 
(j - j’) ≤ Bi-i’ then there is a path from (i, j) to (i’, j’), otherwise there is not.  

Suppose that a path exists. We denote this path as the chain of addresses (i1, j1), 
(i2, j2), ... (im, jm) such that (i, j) = (i1, j1) and (i’, j’) = (im, jm). Then, starting from (im, 
jm), such a path is backward recursively given by: 

(Eq.5-7) 1 1k ki i− = −  and 1
k

k

j
j

B−
 =   

, for k = m, m-1, … 2. 
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Following the path (i1, j1), (i2, j2), ... (im, jm), and knowing the hash key K(i1, j1),  we 
can derive the key K(im, jm), such that K(ik+1, jk+1) = h(K(ik, jk) || jk+1 mod B), 1 ≤ k ≤ m. 

Therefore, the balanced addressing tree offers a convenient way of addressing the 
keys such that each user with a set of keys can easily find a path, if it does exist, 
from one of its keys to the key used for the encryption. And she can do this by 
storing only a minimum of additional information – the branching factor of the 
addressing tree. The additional computation of finding indices for the nodes in the 
indices is negligible compared with the iterative hashing. 

The problem with using balanced tree for addressing is that it imposes restrictions 
on the SKT, respectively CAG. Specifically, in practice we have a limited bit space 
for addressing; let us say of m bits. Therefore, the maximum depth and the 
maximum branching factor of the addressing tree are bound by the following 
inequality, constraining the depth and the maximum branching factor of the SKT, 
respectively CAG: 

(Eq.5-8) max max maxlog( ) log( )d d B m+ ∗ ≤       . 

For instance, in the example from Figure  5-1 the dmax = 5 and the Bmax = 3; 
therefore, we need a minimum of m = 12 addressing bits. However, in a more 
realistic example, with m = 32 bit long addresses and Bmax = 4 the maximum depth 
of the SKT supported by this addressing scheme is limited to 14. On the other hand, 
for Bmax = 32 and dmax = 1000, which are the limits imposed by the experiments (to 
avoid increase of keys per user) and by the cryptographic hash function (to avoid 
collision due to iterative hashing), we would need m = 5010 bits addressing space 
(≈0.5KB) which becomes again prohibitive.  

5.8 Conclusions 

The idea of hash trees has been used before. Merkle [Mer89] proposed a digital 
signature system based on hash tree authentication to improve the storage 
requirement for one time signature systems. Iterative hashing has been also used in 
the S/KEY [RFC1760] for a one-time password system. The group key management 
scheme based on the one-way function tree (OFT) [MS98] uses a bottom-up 
approach, similar to Merkle, for reducing the storage requirement. Although we 
employ the same technique of creating hashing dependency among keys so that keys 
can be computed from other keys, our approach differs in that our hash key tree is 
top-down and it maps keys to the shortest paths spanning tree of CAG. A similar 
top-down hash tree construction has been used by Fiat and Naor [FN94] to reduce 
the storage requirement for their family of broadcast encryption schemes. Their 
schemes use a balanced binary tree where hashing the key of a node generates 
exactly two keys corresponding to the node’s two children. In our scheme a node 
can have a variable number of children, and, in general, the tree is not balanced. 
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The SKT gives a large improvement compared to our initial category-based 
GKM, both for the number of keys per user and for the number of keys at the 
controller. The improvement is due to introducing hashing dependencies among the 
keys assigned to different categories. This way the storage requirements decrease at 
the price of increasing the requirements on computation. Each user is required now 
to compute (instead of storing) a certain encryption key from the keys she has. 
Moreover, to follow a computation, the user must find a path in the SKT, usually by 
storing additional information regarding key dependencies. But this could hinder the 
gains in the storage requirements obtained from SKT. We have shown that an 
elegant solution to this problem is to use a balanced tree with a fixed branching for 
addressing keys in SKT. 
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Chapter 6  

Cluster-based group key management 

6.1 Introduction 

In Chapters 4 and 5 we designed a group key management scheme capable to 
balance the efficiency versus the given collusion resistance requirements. The 
collusion resistance requirement was based on the user categorization and on the 
fact that applications have certain assumptions regarding user accessibility to the 
multicast channel. However, for some applications, the user categorization is not 
always possible. For these cases we propose a generic cluster-based group key 
management scheme (cluster-based GKM) that can be used to secure any multicast 
application without assuming specific properties of that application. Cluster-based 
GKM provides the possibility to fine-tune the efficiency versus security tradeoffs 
even at system runtime; therefore, the scheme is flexible to adapt to changes in the 
working environment and in the security assumptions. 

6.2 Hybrid key tree 

As in the previous chapters, we consider a centralized architecture where a group 
controller has the responsibility for the key management. It initializes the creation of 
the keys, distributes them to the group members, and rekeys the group. In addition, 
the controller also logically partitions the group of users into clusters of equal sizes.  

The controller stores all the keys into a hybrid key tree (HKT). Two types of keys 
are distinguished in HKT, the group key (GK), used to encrypt the multicast 
channel, and the auxiliary key encryption keys (the Ka,b  and i

l,qK ), used to rekey the 
group.  The auxiliary keys are further partitioned into global and cluster level, each 
leaf key in the global level being the root of a cluster (e.g. K2,2 is the root of the 
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cluster c2, in figure Figure  6-1). The keys in the cluster level are used to logically 
control the membership of users to clusters, i.e. they are used to distribute the cluster 
root key among the members of that cluster. There is a bijection between each 
cluster of users and a set of keys from the HKT’s cluster level, as shown in Figure 
 6-1.  

The global level logically controls the membership of clusters to the multicast 
group, i.e. they are used to distribute the GK to all users within cluster members in 
the multicast group. By coupling the global and local levels we control the 
membership of users to the whole multicast group. 

The HKT is hybrid in that the mapping of the encryption keys to nodes in the key 
tree structure differs in the global level from the cluster level. At the global level, 
each node receives a unique key. On the other hand, at the cluster level, the same 
key can be mapped to more than one node, as it can be seen in the second level of 
the cluster c2 in Figure  6-1. The rationale for having clusters and a hybrid key 
structure is to achieve configurability of the efficiency versus security in a granular 
way. The cluster level uses fewer keys than the global, and has better rekeying 
performance. However, users within a cluster could collude. On the other hand, 
users from different clusters cannot collude. Therefore, by tuning the cluster 
cardinality, applications using HKT can balance their efficiency and security 
requirements. 

Key assignment 

The group controller uniquely assigns each new joining user to a cluster and 
implicitly to a leaf node in the HKT.  Currently, this assignment is done arbitrarily 
to any of the clusters that can accommodate a new user, such that the HKT remains 
balanced, although being balanced is not mandatory for the HKT to work. 

Based on this assignment, the user will receive the keys in the path from the 
assigned key leaf to the root of the tree. This set of keys includes the GK as well as 
the auxiliary keys from both global and cluster levels.   

Let N be the total number of users and Nc the number of users per cluster. Then, 
there are M = N/Nc clusters, each cluster ci having an identifier from 0 to M−1. 
For the remainder of this chapter, we consider N to be a multiple of Nc and the 
N/Nc to equal N/Nc. 

A key Ka,b in the global level denotes that the key is logically shared by all 
clusters with identifier i such that a ≤ i ≤ b. Implicitly, the Ka,b is owned by all users 
in these clusters. All the keys in the global level are unique. 

Each cluster ci is assigned the group key GK and a set of auxiliary keys from the 
global level corresponding to its identifier:  

(Eq.6-1) keys(ci) = GK ∪ {Ka,b | a ≤ i ≤ b}  
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Each user i
ju  from the cluster ci borrows its cluster’s identifier, and also receives 

a user identifier j within its cluster, 0 ≤ j < Nc. 
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Figure  6-1: The hybrid key tree 

A key i
l,qK denotes that the key is corresponding to cluster ci, level l in the cluster 

level, where q can be 0 or 1. The level is local to the cluster. The keys in the cluster 
level are reused (only within a cluster but not among clusters), such that each new 
level in a cluster introduces only two new keys, i

1,0K  and i
1,1K  to that cluster. The 

depth of the cluster level is dc = log(Nc). 

Each user i
ju receives the keys of its cluster along with a set of keys from the 

cluster level: 

(Eq.6-2) { }{ }l c

i
l,b 1 2 l d 2( ) ( ) K (b b ...b ...b ) 1..i

j i ckeys u keys c j l d= ∪ = ∧ ∈  

where c1 2 1 d 2(b b ...b ...b ) is the binary representation of  j. 

As an example, user 2
2u  from Figure  6-1 will receive the following keys: the 

group key GK; the auxiliary key at the global level K0,3 and K2,3; the cluster root key 
K2,2; and the auxiliary keys at the cluster level 2

1,1K  and 2
2,0K . 
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6.3 Management operations 

This section describes the management operations for the multicast group. Two sets 
of operations are considered: the operations of changing the multicast group 
membership (i.e. users joining and leaving the group), and the operations of 
changing the characteristics of the key structure (i.e. increasing and decreasing the 
cluster cardinality). The scheme’s resistance to collusion is dependent on the cluster 
cardinality (as shown in section  6.4); in particular, the bigger the cluster size the 
more relaxed the collusion resistance. Thus, the latter set of operations provides the 
means of actually configuring the scheme’s resistance to collusion. 

6.3.1 Membership change operations 

We assume the existence of unicast protocols for authenticated and confidential one-
to-one communication, used to securely distribute the keying material (GK and 
corresponding auxiliary keys) to new users joining the group. The keys and 
certificates involved in these protocols are not counted as part of the multicast key 
management scheme. 

Single join 

In order to join the multicast group, a user sends a unicast request to the group 
controller. The user and the controller use their certificates to authenticate each 
other. The controller checks the admission policy for the multicast group, and 
accordingly, grants or rejects user requests. If granted, the user is assigned to a 
cluster and is given an identifier within the cluster. To assure backward secrecy the 
group controller updates all the keys in the path from the root group key to the 
joining user. The keys are refreshed through a one-way function and then they are 
securely unicasted to that joining user. The previous members of the multicast group 
are informed about the update with the first multicasted data packet encrypted with 
the new GK. Each member will update its keys locally by performing the same one-
way function operation, as the controller did. Therefore, to join a new user to the 
group the controller must transmit only log(N) keys to that new user.  

Multiple join 

If the controller receives many requests for admission in a short period of time, 
treating all the joins in a batch can optimize the operations. This is possible when 
the joining users are assigned slots that share paths into the key tree. The keys 
within these paths are then updated only once, rather than many times if a sequential 
single join approach is taken. 

Single leave 

The leaving operation can be initiated by the user or by the controller. When 
initiated by the user, the leaving can happen silently, such that the user just stops 
listening to the multicast channel. The controller can initiate the leaving operation 
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due to different reasons (end of subscription, breach of policy by user, etc.). In this 
case the user is actually forced to leave, and the controller does an active exclusion 
operation by rekeying the secure multicast channel. It is this case that we consider 
further. 

Suppose user 2
2u  must leave the multicast group. In this case, the GK and all the 

keys in the branch from GK to that user must be updated. First, the controller 
generates new keys for the nodes that need to change. Then, the controller sends 
these keys to all the users except the user who is excluded. The rekeying is done in 
two steps.  

We illustrate the algorithm: 

 
Step 1. The controller updates the keys from cluster c2. First, the controller 

generates a new root key new
2,2K  for the cluster c2. The controller encrypts this 

key with 2
2,1K and 2

1,0K and sends it to the group. The users generate new 

keys 2
2,0K and 2

1,1K by hashing the previous ones with the newly received new
2,2K , 

i.e. 
  new2

2,0K =h( 2
2,0K || new

2,2K ) and 
  new2

1,1K =h( 2
1,1K || new

2,2K ). 

(To complete this step log(Nc) keys are sent.) 
Step 2. The controller updates the keys for the global level. It first updates K2,3 by 

multicasting the new  new
2,3K key encrypted with new

2,2K and K3,3. Then, the new 
new
0,3K  is encrypted with new

2,3K and K0,1 and multicasted. Finally the new group 

key GKnew is encrypted with new
0,3K and K4, 7. Now all the users, except the 

excluded 2
2u are rekeyed.  

(To complete this step 2∗log(N/Nc) keys are transmitted.) 

 

Multiple leave 

It can be that the controller must exclude a certain number of users in a short period 
of time. These exclusions can be done sequentially, following many times the re-
keying algorithm for single leave, or it can be improved by exploiting the fact that 
users that must be excluded could share common paths into the key tree. For in-
stance, if all users from a cluster must be excluded, it is easier to do this in batch, 
such that the cluster itself is actually excluded. The Boolean function minimization 
(BFM) [CEK99] has techniques that primarily target the cumulative user exclusion. 
These techniques can also be used here when excluding users from the same cluster. 
They cannot directly apply to cumulative exclusion of users from different clusters. 
However, in the case of users from different clusters we can still apply a technique 
to minimize the rekeying when clusters are rekeyed in a batch. More precisely, 
consider that users 2

2u and 3
3u  must be excluded in a short period of time, and it is 
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decided that they will be excluded in batch. First, the controller excludes 
individually each user from its cluster by applying the first step of the algorithm for 
clusters c2 and c3. Further, the controller updates the keys from global level, but it 
does it simultaneously for both clusters, such that it uses only 6 messages instead of 
the 2∗5 messages used for sequential updates. The cumulative exclusion in a batch 
is a main principle for achieving efficiency in [CEK99] and [SZJ02]. 

6.3.2 Operations on cluster cardinality  

The operations for changing the cluster cardinality are increase Nc and decrease Nc. 
We treat the case when Nc is a power of 2. In this case we observe that the overall 
structure of the key tree is not changed (no nodes are added or deleted) but the bor-
der between the global level and cluster level moves up respectively down the over-
all hybrid tree. The scheme’s resistance to collusion and its efficiency depend on the 
cluster cardinality. Therefore, the increase Nc and decrease Nc operations are 
performed by the controller, at runtime, to accommodate the possible changes in the 
environment, such as a considerable increase of the group size, decrease in band-
width, or an increase of the probability of malicious users trying to collude. 

Decrease Nc 

When decreasing the cluster cardinality, the resistance to collusion increases. The 
cluster border moves down the hybrid tree. We assume that the border moves only 
one level down. The number of clusters doubles while the cluster cardinality is 
halved. Each cluster ci generates two new clusters, with the indices 2∗i, and 2∗i+1. 
We need to assign new root keys for each cluster as well as to update the auxiliary 
keys within a cluster (otherwise each two clusters will share the same keys).  For 
instance, for the previous cluster c2 in Figure  6-1, instead of key K2,2 we need two 
new and unique keys. We observe that the keys 2

1,0K and 2
1,1K are unique and that they 

can be used as the new root keys for the new clusters new
i2c ∗ , and new

1i2c +∗ . Therefore, the 
two keys will be referred from now on as being the new new

4,4K and new
5,5K . Note that 

this is the way each user computes its new cluster identifier starting from the 
previous identifier i and the previous keys i

1,0K or i
1,1K . The previous keys Ki,j  will 

be renamed to new
2 i, 2 j 1K ∗ ∗ + . 

The new auxiliary keys from the two clusters generated by the splitting of cluster 
i will be renamed from i

1,qK  to 
new2 i  

1-1,qK ∗  and
new2 i 1  

1-1,qK ∗ + . The keys must be updated 
such that they become different. The update is done locally by each user through 
applying a one-way hash function h (defined in  Chapter 5), such that the new 

new2 i  
1-1,qK ∗ = h( 2 i 

1-1,qK ∗ || new
2 i,2 iK ∗ ∗ ) and the new 

new2 i 1 
1-1,qK ∗ + =h( 2 i 1 

1-1,qK ∗ + || new
2 i 1,2 i 1K ∗ + ∗ + ). Now, the 

two new clusters generated from cluster ci have different auxiliary keys.  

To perform the decrease Nc operation, the group controller needs to send only one 
message announcing the increment of the global level depth. All other update 
operations are performed locally by the users and by the controller. 
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Increase Nc 

When increasing the cluster cardinality, the resistance to collusion decreases. The 
cluster border moves up the overall key tree and every two sibling clusters will be 
merged into one cluster. Therefore, cluster c2*i and c2*i+1 are merged into the new 
cluster new

ic . The previous root cluster keys K2*i, 2*i and K2*i+1, 2*i+1 will be renamed to 
newi 

1,0K and 
newi 

1,1K . The key K2*i, 2*i+1 becomes new
i,iK , the new root of the new cluster. 

To unify the auxiliary keys of the two merging clusters, the group controller takes 
the keys of one of the clusters, say cluster c2*i, and passes them through a one-way 
function. That is 

new i2
q 1,K ∗ = h( i2

q 1,K ∗ ). Each key is encrypted with the corresponding key 
from the other cluster, i.e. the key 

new i2
q 1,K ∗ is encrypted with  1i2

q 1,K +∗  and then it is 
multicasted to the group. Note that only the users from cluster c2*i+1 who had the 

 1i2
q 1,K +∗  can decrypt this message. Also note that users from cluster c2*i can easily 

compute the new keys 
new i2

q 1,K ∗ , by hashing their own keys. Now the keys 
new i2

q 1,K ∗ are 
renamed to 

new i
q 1,1K +  and these are the new auxiliary keys to be used into the new 

cluster. The increase Nc operation requires 2∗log(Nc) messages to be transmitted by 
the group controller. 

6.4 Collusion properties 

Colluding users belonging to the same cluster cannot be sequentially excluded. 
Since the keys in the cluster level are reused, the users could collude by putting their 
keying material together and cover an innocent user not in the coalition.  

Assume users 2
2u  and 2

3u  must be excluded and assume they are colluding. 
Sequential exclusion of the two users will fail. This is because after the exclusion of 
the first user, e.g. 2

2u , user 2
3u can “lend” her new keys to 2

2u . Using the new root 
cluster key, 2

2u  can update (by hashing) her auxiliary keys corresponding to the 
cluster level. This allows 2

2u functioning as if no exclusion has taken place while the 
controller thinks the user 2

2u  is not in the group any longer. When 2
3u  is excluded, 

the 2
2u  pays back 2

3u ’s service and lends her keys to 2
3u . Similarly, 2

3u will update her 
keys and continue to function.  

The only way to securely exclude colluding users is to exclude the whole 
collusion at once. In our case to exclude 2

2u  and 2
3u  at once the controller has to 

send the new root cluster key encrypted with 2
0 1,K . This message will be decrypted 

only by 2
0u  and 2

1u . With this new key users 2
0u  and 2

1u  can refresh their auxiliary 
keys and the rekeying is over at the cluster level. The problem is that excluding at 
once could also exclude innocent users that happen to have the same keys as the 
colluding users. In the worst case, the whole cluster is excluded, and therefore the 
whole cluster needs to be regenerated and distributed from scratch. For instance, if 
users 2

0u and 2
3u  would collude they would have together all the auxiliary keys of all 

the other users in the cluster. In this case, the only way to exclude them is to 
reinitialize the cluster and join to this fresh cluster the remaining authorized users. 
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By partitioning the whole group of users in clusters, our scheme is able to contain 
the effects of users colluding within a cluster. In our scheme the worst case is to 
regenerate the keys for a whole cluster.  

Colluding users belonging to different clusters can be sequentially excluded. 
Assume now that users 2

2u and 3
3u  must be excluded. We show that they can be 

sequentially excluded from the group even if they maliciously collude. To exclude 
2
2u we first rekey within cluster c2. Since the new root cluster key  ewn

2 2,K is encrypted 
with  2

1 2,K and  2
0 2,K it can not be decrypted by 2

2u  or 3
3u  even if they put their keys 

together (there is no dependency among their keys and the keys used for encrypting 
 ewn

2 2,K ). Users from c2 use  ewn
2 2,K to update the auxiliary compromised keys. Then, the 

rekeying at the global level is done. Note that  ewn
2 2,K is not transmitted to any other 

cluster, therefore, 3
3u will not know this key and cannot “help” 2

2u  to update its 
auxiliary keys. However, 3

3u can give the new GK, K0,3 and K2,3 to 2
2u . But this does 

not allow 2
2u  to function any longer as before, but it is rather bound to 3

3u  such that 
when 3

3u  is excluded 2
2u  will be excluded too. Therefore, colluding users belonging 

to different clusters can be sequentially excluded.  

In conclusion, the scheme’s resistance to collusion depends on the cluster 
cardinality; the smaller the cluster the bigger the resistance to collusion. Therefore, 
for a given cluster cardinality Nc, we use 1/(Nc - 1) as a measure for the strength of 
the resistance to collusion. For clusters of size 1 and 2, the scheme’s resistance is 
perfect. Therefore, we do not distinguish between these two cases, and we chose the 
domain for Nc to be 2 to N. 

6.5 Evaluation 

6.5.1 Efficiency analysis 

We compute the storage cost for the controller and for the users, and the cost for 
rekeying in the single leave operation.  

The user’s key storage is (nr of keys): 

(Eq.6-3) log log( ) 1 log( ) 1c
c

N
N N

N

 
+ + = + 

 
 

The controller’s key storage is (nr of keys): 

(Eq.6-4) ( ) ( )2 1 2 log( ) 2 log( ) 1 1c c
c c c

N N N
N N

N N N

 
∗ − + ∗ ∗ = ∗ ∗ + − 
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The communication cost for rekeying is (nr of rekey messages): 

(Eq.6-5) 2 log log( ) 2 log( ) log( )c c
c

N
N N N

N

 
∗ + = ∗ − 

 
 

Figure  6-2 depicts the controller’s key storage in function of the number of rekey 
messages when Nc varies from 2 to 256, for a total of N = 106 users. The figure 
captures the tradeoff between efficiency (storage and communication cost) and 
security (resistance to collusion). The higher the value of Nc is, that is the more 
relaxed resistance to collusion, the lower the values are for both rekeying cost and 
controller key storage. 
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Figure  6-2: Security versus efficiency tradeoff in the HKT 

6.5.2 Comparison 

We summarize the comparison with our reference schemes, the LKH and flat, in 
Table  6-1. Then, we compare our solution with Canetti’s scheme [CMN99].  
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Table  6-1: Comparison with the reference schemes 

 LKH Flat Cluster-based GKM 
Forward secrecy Yes Yes Yes 
Backward secrecy Yes Yes Yes 

Collusion resistance Perfect No resistance 
Collusion resistance is 
configurable by cluster 
cardinality Nc 

Communication cost 2*log(N) – 1 log(N) 2*log(N) – log(Nc) 
User key storage log(N) + 1 log(N) + 1 log(N) + 1 

Controller key 
storage  

2*N – 1 2*log(N) + 1 ( )c
c

N
2 log(N ) + 1  - 1

 N
∗ ∗  

 

One of the important properties of our cluster-based GKM scheme is that it can 
greatly reduce the controller key storage, see Figure  6-2. Another scheme having as 
major objective the decrease of the controller key storage is the tradeoff scheme 
proposed by Canetti and colleagues [CMN99]. In particular, Canetti’s scheme trades 
the controller key storage with the communication cost while the security properties 
remain constant (i.e. the scheme has always perfect resistance to collusion). How-
ever, the scheme substantially increases the communication cost for rekeying. As a 
comparison, our scheme reduces both the controller key storage and the com-
munication cost at the same time; the tradeoff is the resistance to collusion. 

Figure  6-3 shows the different kind of tradeoff the two schemes achieve. 
Canetti’s scheme balances communication and storage, whereas our scheme 
balances communication plus storage against resistance to collusion. This explains 
why the storage-communication curve of our scheme is always below the curve 
from Canetti’s scheme, i.e. it is always more efficient. The price paid is security. 

For a given number of users, in our graphic visualization N = 106, the LKH and 
the flat schemes have constant values for rekeying communication cost and 
controller key storage. They are depicted by the two fixed points in Figure  6-3. Our 
scheme is actually connecting these two points, allowing for fine-tuning of security 
requirements versus efficiency requirements. The increase and decrease Nc opera-
tions make it possible to move the working point of the HKT scheme along the 
communication-storage curve at runtime. 
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Figure  6-3: Comparison of the cluster-based GKM with Canetti’s 
scheme, LKH, and Flat 

6.6 Conclusions 

This chapter proposes a cluster-based group key management based on a two level 
hybrid key tree (HKT). In the HKT the whole group of users participating in the 
multicast group is partitioned into clusters of equal size. The global level of HKT 
controls the membership of clusters to the multicast group, and the cluster level con-
trols the membership of users to clusters. The different mapping of encryption keys 
to nodes in the key tree and the different algorithms used for controlling at global 
and cluster levels allows the two levels in HKT to have different security and 
performance properties. In particular, the cluster level is very efficient, but users 
within a cluster could collude. On the other hand, the global level, even if less effi-
cient, assures that users from different clusters cannot collude. Therefore, by tuning 
the cluster cardinality, applications using cluster-based GKM can balance their 
efficiency and security requirements even at system runtime. 
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Chapter 7  

Related work 

7.1 Introduction 

Here we present the related work in the area of secure multicast with the focus on 
efficient group key management mechanisms. 

7.2 Group key management architectures 

The broad and challenging problem of establishing and managing group keys 
touches upon a large body of previous work.  

The existing literature classifies the group key management schemes upon 
various criteria. According to [KPT00], group key management protocols come in 
two different flavors: centralized, server-based key distribution protocols for large 
groups, specific to push-oriented scenarios such as the multicast software delivery, 
and contributory key agreement protocols for small groups, specific to collaborative 
environments. However, from an architectural point of view, the group key 
management can be classified into three main categories [Esk02], as shown in 
Figure  7-1. This will be our departure point in discussing the previous work in group 
key management. The three architectural categories are: 

• Centralized group control: A single entity, the group controller, controls all 
the members in the group. It is responsible for the generation, distribution 
and replacement of the group key. 

• Decentralized subgroup control: The secure group is divided into smaller 
groups, and each subgroup is assigned a different subgroup controller. The 
coordination of the subgroups can be either centralized through a unique 
super group controller, or it can be distributed among the sub-controllers. 
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• Decentralized member control: With no group or subgroup controllers, each 
member of the group is trusted with the access control and contributes to the 
generation of the keys. 

As shown in the figure, the left side of the category hierarchy tends to be more 
appropriate for push-oriented applications, whereas the right side, specifically the 
member control category architecture, is devoted to collaborative settings.  

Centralized
group control

Decentralized
subgroup control

Group key
management

Decentralized
member control

Dynamic
schemes

Static schemes
Re-encryption

servers
Key distribution

servers
Contributory

schemes
Non-contributory

schemes

push-oriented applications collaborative applications

 

Figure  7-1: Group key management architectures 

7.2.1 Centralized group control 

In centralized group control architecture, a single entity, the group controller (GC), 
is fully responsible for the security of the multicast group. The group controller 
generates all the keying material and distributes it to the authorized group members. 
Whenever a group change should occur, it is the responsibility of the GC to perform 
the rekeying operation. The centralized architecture gives full control to the GC 
without spending trust into additional trusted parties. This makes it desirable for 
push-oriented applications distributing high value or confidential data. 

However, the scalability of such a solution is a concern, since the group 
membership problem in large and dynamic groups must be efficiently handled. 
Therefore, this category can be subdivided into two classes of schemes: first, a static 
class of schemes which have simple, unicast based, and therefore non-scalable group 
key change mechanisms; and second, a dynamic class which provides special 
mechanisms for group key change within the context of large and dynamic groups.  

Static schemes 

The static schemes do not provide a solution for group key change upon group 
membership change. Whenever the group membership should be changed a new 
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group must be created. That is, a new group key is generated and distributed to all 
the remaining users by secure unicast means. Therefore, the key establishment 
protocols for one-to-one communication, such as the Simple Key-Management for 
Internet Protocol (SKIP) [CLA+96], by Caronni and colleagues, and the Internet 
Key Exchange (IKE) [RFC2409], by Harkins and Carrel, can be considered to be a 
part of this class. 

The Group Key Management Protocol (GKMP) [RFC2094], by Harney and 
Muckenhirn, is a specialized protocol for group key management within the context 
of IP Multicast. However, GKMP uses a static key distribution mechanism too, such 
that the new GK is conveyed through secure unicasts to each group member 
whenever a group membership should occur. Although possibly attractive for its 
simplicity, the GKMP has linear communication cost for group rekeying, and 
therefore does not scale well to large and dynamic groups. 

Dynamic schemes 

Opposing the static schemes from above, the dynamic schemes have special 
mechanisms for handling large and dynamic groups. As these mechanisms constitute 
the main focus in this thesis, we will discuss this class in more detailed later in this 
chapter. 

7.2.2 Decentralized subgroup control 

The dynamic schemes provide efficient and scalable group key management in the 
context of centralized architectures. However, an alternative solution to achieve 
scalability is to actually adopt a decentralized architecture, by splitting the large 
multicast group in smaller (and therefore more manageable) subgroups, and delegate 
part of the security activities to sub-controllers administrating these subgroups.  

Moreover, such a solution increases the fault tolerance as it removes the one point 
of failure introduced by the centralized group controller. However, the disadvantage 
is the reliance on trusted intermediary nodes. 

The sub-controllers have different functions, depending on whether or not a 
unique group key is used to secure the whole multicast group, or contrary, each 
subgroup has its own subgroup key. In the former case, the subgroup controllers 
behave as key distribution servers, where the coordination of the servers can be 
either centralized or decentralized. In the latter case, the group controller has the role 
of re-encrypting the multicast traffic from one key to another key. We discuss below 
both the distributed key servers and the distributed re-encryption servers approaches. 

Key distribution servers 

The Scalable Multicast Key Distribution (SMKD) [RFC1949] by Ballardie proposes 
a distributed architecture for securing multicast that is highly interconnected with 
the multicast routing infrastructure. More exactly, the approach rests on the Core 
Based Tree (CBT) routing protocol; in CBT each router knows the identity of its 
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neighbor routers in the multicast routing tree. SMKD extends this idea by investing 
the routers with security functions, such that the routers will also authenticate newly 
joining members and will provide them with a group key, making the distribution of 
the group key and the security control apparently scalable. However, the scheme 
suffers from several drawbacks. First, the main disadvantages are the dependency of 
the security on the communication infrastructure and the need to actually deploy and 
manage new functionality within the core routers. Second, the SMKD has only a 
static solution to the problem of forward secrecy – whenever a group member is 
excluded the whole group must be recreated. This is a very costly operation that 
renders the solution non-scalable. Third, the SMKD requires a high level of trust in 
all routers in the CBT, as they all are in the possession of the group key. 

The proposal from Intra-domain Group Key Management Protocol (IGKMP) 
[HCM00], by Hardjono and colleagues, adopts also a distributed architecture. In 
IGKMP, the group is divided into administratively scoped areas [RFC2365]; there is 
one Domain Key Distributor (DKD) and several Area Key Distributors (AKDs). 
The whole group has a unique group key which is generated by the DKD and it is 
distributed to the group members by the corresponding AKDs.  

The dual encryption protocol (DEP) [DMS99], by Dondeti and colleagues, uses 
also hierarchical sub-grouping to achieve scalability. Third parties, hosts or 
members, are designated as subgroup managers (SGMs). They are responsible for 
secret key distribution and group membership management at the subgroup level. 
Two types of keys are defined in DEP: the key encryption keys (KEKs), used to 
hide data encryption keys (DEKs), and the local subgroup keys, used by SGMs to 
distribute encrypted DEKs to their subgroup members. When rekeying, a SGM signs 
the new subgroup key and encrypts it with the public keys of all the subgroup 
members. Then, it multicasts the protected key to its subgroup members. The 
protocol doesn’t need to trust the subgroup managers with the distribution of the 
encryption keys. 

The Hydra system [RH02], by Rafaeli and Hutchison, is a scalable decentralized 
architecture to create and distribute group keys to large multicast groups. In Hydra, 
the group is divided into a number of time-to-leave (TTL) scoped regions, each such 
a region being controlled by a dedicated Hydra server (HS). However, Hydra 
departs from the previous approaches as it does not employ a central manager for 
the HSs, thus being resilient to the failure of a single entity. Instead, the coordination 
of the HSs is done in a fully decentralized manner. To assure the synchronization of 
all HSs, the authors propose a Synchronized Group Key Distribution Protocol 
(SGKDP) which builds upon the Spread group communication service [AS98]. 
Spread provides totally ordered message delivery, which in turn guarantees the 
needed synchronization of the Hydra servers. A unique group key is used for the 
security of the multicast group. Whenever the group membership changes a new 
group key is agreed upon by the HSs using the SGKDP protocol. The actual 
rekeying is done on a subgroup basis and uses efficient key tree mechanisms. 
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However, the overall scalability and effectiveness of the scheme for Internet 
applications is highly dependent on the performance of Spread over a very large 
network area. 

Re-encryption servers 

Iolus by Mittra [Mit97] is a high-level infrastructure for securing multicast, designed 
to overcome the scalability problem of GKMP, by decentralizing the control to a 
hierarchy of trusted servers. In Iolus, a given group is partitioned into subgroups. 
Each subgroup is assigned a subgroup controller, called group security intermediary 
(GSI). GSIs are specialized trusted servers that are authorized to act like proxies of a 
centralized group security controller (GSC). Each GSI is responsible for the security 
of its subgroup, as it establishes the encryption key for that subgroup; i.e. each 
subgroup has its own local subgroup key. This positively influences the scalability; 
each change of the subgroup membership is locally handled and does not affect the 
other subgroups. However, the subgroup rekeying is based on simple unicast 
techniques; therefore, the communication complexity increases linearly with the size 
of the subgroup, imposing a limitation on the maximum group size. The GSC 
coordinates the top-level GSIs and it is ultimately responsible for the security of the 
overall group. Each GSI communicates with the GSC using a unique key shared by 
that GSI and the GSC. The GSC only multicast data traffic and keys to the GSI, and 
therefore it stores only one encryption key for each GSI. Most of the work, however, 
is done by the GSI which has to relay the multicast traffic from the GSC to the 
subgroup it controls after a re-encryption phase. This leads to substantial resource 
consumption for each GSI and to considerable latency for the overall multicast 
communication. Iolus provides fault-tolerance, to certain extent, but at the price of 
investing full trust in each subgroup controller, since each GSI has access to the 
multicasted traffic.  

As noted above, a strong drawback of Iolus is that it fully trusts the intermediary 
nodes with the security of the group. A solution to this problem was provided by 
Molva and Pannetrat in their Cipher Sequences [MP99]. In this scheme the 
intermediate elements perform security transformations but without being trusted, as 
they do not have access to the deciphered multicast content. However, a main 
drawback of Cipher Sequences is that it relays on asymmetric cryptographic 
transformation which limits its use to typically short encrypted messages. To 
overcome this problem, the authors propose a scalable multicast access control 
framework targeted for large and dynamic groups [PM02]. The new scheme uses 
intermediary elements in the network that contribute individually to the encryption, 
providing confidentiality, backward and forward secrecy, and also containment – a 
property that limits the impact of compromised member access keys. 
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7.2.3 Decentralized member control 

With no group or subgroup controllers, each member of the group is trusted with the 
access control and, in general, contributes to the generation of the keys. Regarding 
the latter aspect, two classes can be distinguished. The first class of schemes focuses 
on the efficiency of the membership control. However, it does not provide the means 
by which group members could equally contribute to the generation of the keying 
material. This makes some of the parties more trusted than others. The second class, 
a contributory class of schemes, focuses on assuring that all members input into the 
group key generation. We note that most of the non-contributory schemes are based 
on extensions of dynamic schemes from the group control category, such as the flat 
or the OFC, where the contributory schemes are mostly based on extensions to the 
two party Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol [DH76]. 

Non-contributory schemes 

The Distributed Flat scheme from VersaKey [WCS+99], by Waldvogel and 
colleagues, adopts a flat scheme for group key management in a totally 
decentralized manner. There is no dedicated group manager. Instead, every 
participant may perform admission control and other administrative functions. 
Moreover, as these administrative functions could be easily transferred to another 
participant, the scheme is highly resilient to network or node failure having an 
inherent self-healing capability. However, the scheme does not provide a fully 
fledged key agreement protocol, because it lacks the contributory key agreement 
feature. Furthermore, the flat scheme is highly susceptible to collusion attacks. Also, 
the scheme might experience important delays in synchronizing keys in conditions 
of intermittent connectivity and relatively many group members scattered on a wide 
area network. 

Contributory schemes 

Cliques [STW98], by Steiner and colleagues, addresses dynamic membership 
change in group key agreement and proposes a family of Group Diffie-Hellman 
(Group DH) protocols based on a natural extension of the two party Diffie-Hellman 
key exchange. Group DH provides contributory authenticated key agreement, key 
independence, and integrity. While this protocol provides a way to distribute a group 
key in highly dynamic groups, the solution does not scale well to large groups 
because it requires as many rounds (exponentiations) as the number of new 
members to complete the key agreement. Consequently, the rekeying messages 
become also prohibitively large. 

The work by Kim and colleagues [KPT00] proposes a new approach to group key 
agreement by blending the binary key trees with Diffie-Hellman key exchange. The 
resultant protocol is simple, secure, and fault-tolerant, targeting mostly collaborative 
applications involving groups of rather small sizes. 
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7.3 Dynamic group key management schemes 

The dynamic group key management schemes play an important role for the 
scalability of centralized group key management. However, the dynamic schemes 
have also an important impact to the scalability of sub-group based decentralized 
key management, since the dynamic schemes can be used as base for sub-group key 
management, e.g. in Hydra [RH02]. Moreover, extensions to the dynamic schemes 
are also used in the context of decentralized member group control, e.g. [WCS+99] 
and [Per99]. 

7.3.1 Logical key hierarchy schemes 

The tree key schemes, or the logical key hierarchy (LKH) based schemes, were 
proposed in [WGL98] by Wong and colleagues, in [CWS+98] by Caronni and 
colleagues, and in [RFC2627] by Wallner and colleagues. They address the problem 
of minimizing the communication complexity of the rekeying operation without 
relaying on secure third parties (e.g. as in Iolus). Therefore, LKH schemes are 
usually used within centralized architectures. However, the key tree can be split and 
distributed to trusted parties, each managing a part of the overall tree. Also, the LKH 
can be used as an efficient scheme for sub-group key management in the context of 
sub-group based decentralized architectures. For instance, LKH is the adopted 
scheme in Hydra’s subgroup management [RH02]. 
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Figure  7-2: Logical key hierarchy (LKH) scheme 

In LKH all the keying material is organized in a tree which is usually presented as 
being binary and balanced (see Figure  7-2), although this is not necessarily a 
requirement. The key leafs in LKH are the group members’ individual keys, the key 
at the root of the tree is the group key (GK), and the internal keys are auxiliary key 
encryption keys. The group controller (GC) stores all the key structure, where each 
user stores only the keys along the path from itself to the root. This includes the GK 
and a small number of auxiliary keys. For instance, user u3 from the figure receives 
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the keys GK, K0,3, K2,3, and K3,3. In general, for a group of N members, the GC 
stores 2*N-1 keys where each group member stores log(N)+1 keys.  

When rekeying the group, due to, for instance, user exclusion, the GC uses 
auxiliary keys from the LKH to encrypt the control traffic. During rekeying all the 
compromised keys, i.e. the auxiliary and the GK held by the excluded user, are 
replaced. 

To describe the rekeying algorithm, we consider that user u3 must be excluded. 
To do this, the GC generates a new group key GKnew that must be securely conveyed 
to all users but u3. Also, the auxiliary keys K0,3 and K2,3, in u3’s possession, must be 
renewed. The algorithm starts with renewing the auxiliary keys bottom up. This is 
done by sending to user u2 the new new

2,3K  encrypted with K2,2; sending to users u0 
and u1 the new new

0,3K  encrypted with K0,1; sending to user u2 the new new
0,3K  encrypted 

with new
2,3K . The new session key SKnew is now sent to users u0, u1, and u2 encrypted 

with new
0,3K , and to users u4, u5, u6, and u7 encrypted with K4,7. The scheme uses only 5 

messages to rekey all 7 remaining users. In general, the communication cost for 
rekeying is 2*log(N)-1. 

A number of improvements have been proposed to the initial LKH. The one-way 
function tree (OFT) [MS98], by McGrew and Sherman, halves the communication 
cost for rekeying. The improvement is based on a special arrangement of the 
auxiliary keys in the key tree such that a parent key is obtained by hashing its child 
nodes. The one-way function chain (OFC) [CGI+99], by Canetti and colleagues, 
applies a similar principle to LKH, but only to the compromised keys that need to be 
updated when a rekey is done, and again, halves its communication. It has been 
shown that these schemes provide backward secrecy, forward secrecy, and perfect 
resistance to collusion. 

Di Pietro and colleagues [PMM03] propose a methodology to establish the 
minimal key length that guarantees a certain level of confidentiality for the multicast 
traffic when securing with LKH scheme. The authors base their work on an 
extended threat model for LKH which takes into consideration the required lifetime 
of the information confidentiality, the level of a certain key in the key tree structure, 
and the frequency of user exclusion from the group. From these, the authors deduce 
the relation between the length of a key at a certain level in the tree and the achieved 
confidentiality level. The findings show that keys towards the root can have smaller 
length than the once at the leaves. The proposed methodology makes consequential 
savings in communication, as well as in user and controller key storage.  

7.3.2 Flat schemes 

Wong and colleagues generalize the key tree to a key graph [WGL98]. Following, 
Yang and Lam [YL00] show that, in a key graph, the lower bound complexity for 
rekeying communication, when the only allowed operation for the GC to distribute 
one key is to encrypt it by another key, is logarithmic with the group size. This is a 
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property of LKH and its variants. However, more efficient results are achieved by 
reusing auxiliary keys among different groups of users and encrypting the group key 
with a combination of these keys. This way ad-hoc groups can be created which 
usually cover more users than the groups pre-established by the key tree. The 
Boolean function minimization (BFM) [CEK99], by Chang and colleagues, and the 
Flat-VersaKey, by Waldvogel and colleagues [WCS+99], fall in this category called 
the flat or matrix based schemes. Chang and colleagues [CEK99] describe the flat 
scheme similarly to the LKH; i.e. all the keying material is arranged on a binary 
tree, with the GK at the root of this tree, as shown in Figure  7-3.  
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Figure  7-3: Flat scheme 

Similarly to LKH, the GC stores the entire key tree, whereas each user is uniquely 
assigned the keys from a branch of this tree. The difference is that the auxiliary keys 
at each level in the tree are not unique as in the LKH. Instead, the auxiliary keys are 
reused, such that the child keys of any two parent keys, at a certain level in the tree, 
are the same. That is, all parents at a certain level in the tree have the same set of 
sibling child keys. Only the siblings differ among them. Therefore, for a binary key 
tree, each level in the key tree adds only one pair of siblings. As the GC has to store 
all the keying material, this leads to a drastic reduction of the storage cost for GC 
from 2*N-1, as in LKH, to 2*log(N)+1.  

We illustrate the rekeying algorithm for the flat scheme as proposed in [CEK99]. 
For instance, to exclude user u3 from the group (see Figure  7-3), the following steps 
are taken: the GC generates a new group key (GKnew) and multicast it encrypted 
with the keys 0

3K , 0
2K , and 1

1K . Each user from the group with the exception of u3 
has at least one of these three auxiliary keys, and therefore can decrypt and learn the 
new group key. To renew the compromised keys 0

1K  and 1
2K , the GC and the users 

pass them through a one-way hash function, such as Knew= h(Kold || GKnew) for any 
compromised key Kold that needs to be updated. 
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The schema uses only 3 messages to rekey all 7 remaining users. For N users this 
means log(N) transmissions. That is, the communication cost is halved compared to 
LKH, and all this without any additional cost in group member storage. 

However, the tradeoff is security; the flat scheme is highly prone to collusion 
attacks. In flat scheme any two users could actually maliciously collude and become 
resistant to the member exclusion operation. Therefore, although very attractive 
from an efficiency point of view, the flat scheme has no resistance to collusion.  

7.3.3 Tradeoff schemes 

The work in this thesis aims at providing scalable group key management schemes 
that fill the gap between the not so efficient schemes, but providing perfect 
resistance to collusion, and the very efficient schemes, but with no resistance to 
collusion. Our proposed schemes have a configurable working point, which can be 
set to best meet the application efficiency and security requirements. Therefore, we 
categorize our schemes as tradeoff schemes.  

The tradeoff schemes strive at balancing certain parameters, such as storage 
versus communication, or security. These schemes are flexible and adapt to the 
unique requirements of each application. In many cases the tradeoff schemes 
combine different basic techniques having different properties.  

Canetti and colleagues [CMN99] describe a scheme that reduces the storage cost 
for the controller at the price of increasing communication. The scheme has a 
variable working point (shown in section  6.5.2) that could be configured to meet the 
given requirements. To this last aspect, the algorithms proposed by Li and 
colleagues [LPB01] find the optimal configuration when constraints on communi-
cation and storage are given. However, the proposed scheme decreases the storage 
requirement only at the price of increasing communication. Instead, our cluster-
based GKM scheme ( Chapter 6) can reduce both the controller key storage and the 
communication cost at the same time, by relaxing the requirement on resistance to 
collusion.  

A similar tradeoff, security versus efficiency, is made in the efficient large-group 
key distribution protocol (ELK) [PST01], by Perrig and colleagues. The scheme 
proposed there allows trading communication cost with security and computation. 
The idea is to avoid the transmission of the whole key when rekeying, by sending 
only smaller hints of the updates that would enable an authorized receiver to 
compute the key, partially by brute search. 

The family of broadcast encryption schemes by Fiat and Naor [FN94] reduces the 
group members’ storage cost and the communication cost for dynamically changing 
privileged subset of users. The schemes allow a controller to broadcast a secret to 
any set of privileged users so that coalitions of k users, not in the privileged set, 
cannot learn the secret. The parameter k specifies the maximum size of a corrupt 
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coalition to which the scheme is still resistant. However, their work has mostly a 
theoretical value since the communication cost for rekeying is prohibitively high, 
increasing squarely with the resistance to collusion. For a group of N members and 
perfect resistance, the complexity of the rekeying cost is O(N2*log3(N)). Moreover, 
they use a static distribution scheme with predefined slots.  

The hybrid structuring of receivers (HySOR) [FJA02], by Fan and colleagues, is a 
hybrid scheme combining the LKH and the linear ordering of receivers (LORE), 
which is a new protocol developed by the authors. LORE has good performance 
with regard to communication, but has no resistance to collusion. Combining the 
two mechanisms, the authors achieve a scheme capable of trading the 
communication versus resistance to collusion. At the extremes, the scheme functions 
either as pure LKH or as pure LORE. From this point of view the HySOR is similar 
to the cluster-based GKM proposed in  Chapter 6. However, HySOR reduces only 
the communication cost, whereas our scheme is capable of reducing both the 
communication cost and the controller key storage cost, at the same time. We also 
note that the ordering principle at the base of LORE is similar to our user 
categorization presented in  Chapter 4. Nevertheless, our user categorization is more 
general since we use a partial order, which makes the user ordering from [FJA02] a 
special case in which the ordering relation is confined to a total order. 

7.3.4 Other schemes 

Batching schemes 

Some authors, e.g. in [CEK99] and [YLZ+01], propose that groups are rekeyed 
periodically instead of on every membership change. Periodic or batched rekeying 
can reduce both the processing and communication overhead at the key server, as 
well as improve the scalability and performance of the key management protocols. 
For instance, Kronos [SKJ02], by Setia and colleagues, is a group-based 
decentralized key management system where the group management is driven by 
periodic group rekeying. A new key is generated after a certain period of time; 
during this time period all the group membership changes are collected and 
processed at the end of the period, when the new group key is distributed. The 
coordination among the Kronos subgroup controllers is based on synchronized 
clocks, so that the servers could change the key at the same time. If 
desynchronizations should occur then the integrity of the group status is lost. 
Moreover, each new group key is generated from the previous group key; a 
disclosed key compromises all the following keys.  

The flat scheme from [CEK99] proposes Boolean minimization techniques 
(BFM) to reduce the number of messages required to rekey multiple membership 
leaves into one single operation. The resulted number of messages to exclude k 
users at once is generally less than k*messages to individually exclude a user. We 
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note that these techniques can be also applied to our cluster-based GKM and to the 
category-based GKM when a flat scheme is chosen to rekey within a category. 

Self-healing schemes 

The Keystone [WL00], by Wong and Lam, and the ELK [PST01], by Perrig and 
colleagues, address the problem of group key establishment for large and dynamic 
groups over an unreliable network. The problem is that in an unreliable network, the 
messages carrying the group key might never reach a user. In this case the user 
should request a retransmission from the group controller. However, the 
retransmissions would add to the network traffic, probably already heavily 
burdened, and could even overwhelm the GC with requests. Keystone and ELK 
address these problems through non-interactive means; users shouldn’t contact the 
GC for a lost key, but rather they can recover these keys on their own, without 
requiring additional retransmissions. These schemes achieve resistance to packet 
loss by appending additional key update information to the packets following a key 
distribution; Keystone uses error correcting codes to generate information about past 
group keys, whereas ELK uses “hints” for the updated keys. However, care must be 
taken in these schemes to assure that new members do not receive information 
letting them recover past group keys, and compromise the backward secrecy. 
Moreover, these schemes are statefull – an off-line member becomes excluded if she 
doesn’t receive the updates in time. To overcome these issues, Staddon and 
colleagues [SMF+02] introduce a self-healing key distribution mechanism that 
extends the subset difference rekeying techniques, proposed in [NP00] and 
[NNL01]. Moreover, the described approach is stateless, as inherited from its 
underlying techniques [NP00]; an authorized group member who has been off-line 
for some time is able to recover new group keys immediately after coming back on-
line.  

The work by Zhu and colleagues [ZSJ03] is also based on the subset difference 
rekeying method [NNL01] and aims at actually enhancing the latter with reliability 
and self healing capabilities. 

Subset cover 

Motivated by the copyright protection problem, the subset cover [NNL01], by Naor 
and colleagues, is a framework targeting systems with stateless receivers, such as 
CD or DVD players. In such a scenario, the receiver is not capable of recording the 
history of all the transmissions and changing accordingly the state. Instead, the 
receiver’s operations should be based on the current transmission (e.g. the CD it 
currently plays), and the set of keys from the initial configuration. Only compliant 
devices should be able to decrypt the content. Moreover, illegal and compromised 
devices should be revoked, and ideally, the traitors should be traced and made 
responsible for their actions. To accomplish the revocation goal, the authors propose 
two explicit schemes within the context of their framework – the complete sub-tree, 
and the subset difference schemes. The two schemes’ performance is as follows: the 
receivers storage requirement is log(N) and ½*log2(N) respectively, where the 
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message length to revoke r users is r*log(N) and 2*r keys respectively. In both 
schemes the center storage is linearly increasing with N. Also, the authors describe a 
general tracing mechanism that can be seamless integrated with any of the 
revocation schemes. The second scheme is substantially better than any previously 
known algorithm for the revocation problem, since it uses only 2*r keys to establish 
a new group encryption key.  However, we note that the number of revoked users is 
constantly increasing, because the users revoked at a certain session must be 
revoked also at all further sessions. Although this fits the stateless scenario, where 
the receivers are actually media players (e.g. DVD player) and the transmissions 
consist on actually playing certain media (e.g. a DVD), the mechanisms do not 
accommodate the conditions of very dynamic and transitive groups encountered in 
the multicast Internet applications. 
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Chapter 8  

Conclusions and future work 

8.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the conclusions of our research and gives pointers to open 
issues and future research. 

8.2 Conclusions 

Multicasting is an enabling technology that plays an important role in the design, 
development, and operation of many current and next generation applications and 
services that rely on the efficient delivery of data from one sender to multiple 
receivers. However, at this stage in the development of multicast technologies, 
security is a concern as the maturity of multicast security solutions has the potential 
to enable the use of multicast for confidential and high-value content distribution. 

A central problem of multicast security is to provide mechanisms for data 
confidentiality and group membership control. To deal with these security issues we 
adopt a secure group model. A unique symmetric cryptographic key is shared by all 
authorized members of the multicast group. The sender uses this key to encrypt the 
multicast content such that only authorized users, members of the secure group and 
being in the possession of the group key, can decrypt the content. As the secure 
group can be quite large and dynamic, the efficiency of the group key management 
is a core problem for the scalability of the multicast security. 

However, tradeoffs can be made between security and efficiency of group key 
management in order to fit the application requirements. Therefore, we have 
identified the collusion resistance requirement as a potential knob for setting the 
tradeoffs between security and efficiency of group key management schemes. In 
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particular, we observe that resistance to collusion has an impact on the efficiency of 
any scheme. Also, we note that applications might have certain knowledge regarding 
users, their accessibility to the multicast channel, and implicitly, they have trust 
assumptions regarding users’ collusion. Therefore, by taking into consideration such 
knowledge we set the security-efficiency tradeoff to best meet the application needs. 

We generalize the collusion resistance definition and formalize it based on the 
user accessibility to the multicast channel. We show how different configurations of 
categories give different constraints on collusion resistance, and we point out that 
the previous work can be reformulated as special cases of our collusion resistance 
requirement definition. 

We propose a category-based scheme for the general case of collusion resistance 
requirement that balances the given collusion constraints against efficiency. For 
applications such as software delivery, having certain assumptions on user 
accessibility to the multicast channel, this scheme improves the rekeying cost and 
the storage cost for the controller. The analysis is given in terms of the number of 
message units required to be transmitted when rekeying the group and the number of 
keys required being stored by each group member and by the controller. We find 
that, in general, there is a tight dependency between the exact settings of the 
collusion resistance requirement, represented by the category accessibility graph 
(CAG), and the performance of the proposed solution. In general, the solution has 
good performance for the rekeying cost. However, the user key storage may become 
large due to the propagation principle. 

To alleviate the explosion of keys due to the propagation principle, we propose a 
mechanism based on the spanning hash key tree (SKT). The usage of SKT brings a 
big performance improvement compared to our initial category-based scheme, both 
for the number of keys per user and for the number of keys at the controller. The 
improvement is due to introducing hashing dependencies among the keys assigned 
to different categories. This way the storage requirements decrease at the price of 
increasing the requirements on computation. Each user is required now to compute 
(instead of storing) a certain encryption key from the set of keys she has. Moreover, 
to follow a computation, the user must find a path in the SKT, usually by storing 
additional information regarding key dependencies. Nevertheless, this could hinder 
the gains in the storage requirements obtained with SKT. Thus, we have shown that 
an elegant solution to this problem is to use a balanced tree with a fixed branching 
for addressing keys in SKT. Still, this would impose constraints on the maximum 
branching factor, maximum depth, and the addressing space in the messages. 

For some applications the user categorization is not always possible. For these 
cases, we propose a cluster-based group key management scheme that can be used 
to secure any multicast application, without assuming specific properties of that 
application. The cluster-based scheme provides the possibility to fine-tune the 
efficiency-security tradeoffs even at system runtime; therefore, the scheme is 
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flexible to adapt to changes in the working environment and in the security 
assumptions. 

8.3 Future work 

The research conducted in this thesis leads us to three main directions for our future 
work. We present these directions in the remainder of this section. 

8.3.1 Efficient group key management 

In general, the security and efficiency requirements have complex interdependences, 
and finding the best scheme, to balance all the parameters, is still an open issue. As 
such, future work remains to be invested in designing smarter key management 
schemes that bring the best balancing between security and efficiency.  

In order to improve the efficiency of the group key management, a possible open 
track is to explore the knowledge on the heterogeneity of the multicast group. For 
instance, the user network connectivity to the Internet could vary much, from phone 
lines with modems supporting several Kbps, to cable broadband of several Mbps or 
even Gbps. Also, users could have different behaviors with regard to the groups. 
Studies done on the MBone have shown that there is a large spectrum of user 
behaviors [AA97], ranging from users who are always connected and listening to 
users who just sporadically enter the group, listen for a short while, and then leave 
the group.  

Having the possibility to cluster the users with similar connectivity properties and 
behavior with regard to the group gives provisions for specialized mechanisms best 
fitting the conditions of each cluster. This could lead to substantial improvement of 
the efficiency and overall quality of the security mechanisms. However, the question 
will be how to actually infer the user connectivity and behavior and how to model it. 
A possibility we see here is to collect statistical data and propose probabilistic 
metrics. Still, it is questionable how feasible it is to collect such data and what are 
the privacy implications of doing so. 

In this thesis we have considered a reliable control channel, such that all the 
transmitted (encrypted) keys arrive to their destinations, even if transmitted in a 
multicast fashion. This assumption is indeed supported by the multitude of reliable 
transport protocols [LG98, Bir99]. However, these protocols usually add delays to 
the overall communication. To address this issue the self-healing group key 
management proposes solutions based on adding redundant data into the control 
packets. However, applications have different reliability and real-time requirements, 
as shown in  2.5.1. A pay TV application may, for instance, very well support the 
loss of a number of packets, but require considerable speed instead [LL03]. 
Therefore, a more in-depth study of the application requirements with regard to 
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reliability and real-time issues is needed, and adequate group key management 
should be consequently designed. 

The communication and key storage costs, as well as their tradeoffs with 
collusion, were in the focus of our work. However, an open venue remains to 
investigate the balance between security, communication, key storage, and 
computation complexity. The initial results show that a ‘one key per controller’ 
scheme is possible. However, the computation increases while the group 
membership changes in time. Therefore, the feasibility of such a solution is still to 
be proven. 

In our future work we will also look at decentralizing our schemes. We see this 
task as naturally following the structure of our two proposed solutions. The 
category-based group key management schemes could be mapped to a decentralized 
re-encryption tree, whereas for the cluster-based approach we are looking for a 
decentralized key distribution service with both central cluster coordination and 
distributed cluster coordination. The goal of this future work is to achieve fault 
tolerance and containment for the group key management. 

8.3.2 Secure multicast in wireless networks 

A wide spectrum of wireless computing devices are becoming increasingly popular, 
ranging from powerful laptops to handheld Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) and 
mobile phones with no negligible computing capabilities and interconnectivity. 
Since wireless networks are inherently broadcast technologies, the security solutions 
developed for multicast group communication are becoming relevant here as well. 
Moreover, the latest advances in incorporating multicast capabilities within the 
wireless networks enable the wireless environment to become an efficient multicast 
distribution environment [Var02]. However, the emerging wireless landscape adds a 
new dimension to the complexity of securing multicast – the mobility of the group 
members [Esk02]. The adopted group key management solutions must allow 
members to move to other networks without leaving the secure group and without 
disturbing the seamless connectivity. As members move from network to network, 
the trustworthiness of these networks could be an important factor in the design of 
the group key management. Therefore, we see the study of the intrinsic relation 
between the trust and the overall efficiency of the group key management in 
wireless and mobile networks as a follow-up of our current research in security 
versus efficiency tradeoffs in multicast group key management. Moreover, although 
not a high concern for the schemes developed in this thesis, the problem of 
minimizing the computation complexity for the group members becomes a stringent 
issue in the context of mobile devices with limited computation facilities powered 
by limited life time batteries. 
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8.3.3 Secure groups in peer-to-peer networks 

The focus in this thesis was the push-oriented scenarios. However, in our future 
work we would like to approach also the secure group communication within 
collaborative and peer-to-peer settings.  

The concepts of group and group communication are fundamental for the peer-to-
peer (P2P) systems. Virtual organizations and virtual communities are built based on 
the group concept. Therefore, the emerging P2P programming frameworks, such as 
JXTA [JXTA], extensively support the creation and maintenance of groups, as well 
as the inter-peer communication within groups. However, the security in peer-to-
peer systems is still a research issue. 

An essential aspect in P2P settings is the lack of a central authority. In contrast to 
the push-oriented scenario, where a central point of authority could be identified (i.e. 
the group controller), in P2P settings the ownership and authority within the group is 
shared by all members in the group. Therefore, the core problem of the group key 
management shifts from the efficient rekeying mechanisms to the agreement and 
establishment of the group key. Moreover, these issues transcend to an even larger 
problem – the aspect of policy and trust in collaborative P2P settings. 

Since there is no unique point of control in a P2P system, a very important factor 
in the overall security of the group will be the trust that group members afford to 
invest in each other, as well as the security and management policies governing the 
group. 

Although a great deal of research has recently been published in the area of trust 
management, the issues of negotiating trust and security policies have been only 
partially studied before, and mostly only in the context of one-to-one interaction 
[SWY01, WL02]. According to [GKK+01] there are two aspects of a policy that 
need to be negotiated: a set of access properties, i.e. a common interpretation of a 
policy model, and a common state, i.e. the configuration of authorizations. These 
problems have been addressed to some extent but usually only in the case where a 
common interpretation was assumed. Therefore, adequate specification languages 
and protocols are needed to support policy and trust negotiation within peer-to-peer 
secure groups. Moreover, in order for the policies and negotiated trust to be 
effective, adequate enforcement is needed.  

The significance of trust and security for the widespread adoption of the emerging 
overlay network technologies has been recognized by both P2P and Grid 
communities. Still, their views differ. The P2P community adopts a peer centric 
view where individual personal opinions are collected, exchanged, and evaluated, 
creating a highly decentralized and personalized web of recommendations, such as 
Poblano [CY01] or XRep [DCP+02]. On the other hand, Grid practitioners have had 
traditionally in their focus organizations and inter-organization trust and security. 
Their approach is towards centralized Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) certification 
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and extending the existing organizational trust models, such as the hierarchical 
centralized X.509 [X509]. However, more effort is needed to provide flexible and 
reliable trust and security models in overlay networks, especially within the context 
of converging P2P and Grid protocols and technologies [FI03]. 

As we have seen, the existing PKI infrastructures take extreme views to the 
logical topology of trust, which is either centralized (the hierarchical X.509 PKI) or 
totally decentralized (the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) mesh PKI [Zim95]). The 
centralized approach has good efficiency with regard to verifying the 
trustworthiness of a certain certificate, but it also has the one point of failure 
problem that can hinder the whole structure. If the public-private key pair of the root 
certificate is compromised, then all the certificates used within that PKI must be 
revoked. Moreover, although the hierarchical PKI maps well within organizations 
with well-defined structures, it does not map naturally to the large scale of end user 
communities, and it might even introduce conflicts of interest when bridging trust 
between different organizations. On the other hand, the PGP adopts a total mesh 
trust topology, which seems more suitable to the large user communities. Also, the 
PGP is more resilient to the compromised key problem. However, the mesh trust 
topology introduces great penalties to the efficiency of algorithms for finding trust 
paths and for eventually deciding on the trustworthiness of a certificate. Therefore, 
we envisage an overlay PKI converging the existing pure centralized and pure 
decentralized trust models into a scalable, efficient, and resilient PKI framework, 
capable of naturally mapping trust from both the structured organizations and 
chaotic end user communities.  
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Security and Efficiency Tradeoffs in Multicast Group Key Management 

Claudiu Duma 

An ever-increasing number of Internet applications, such as content and software distribution, distance learning, 
multimedia streaming, teleconferencing, and collaborative workspaces, need efficient and secure multicast 
communication. However, efficiency and security are competing requirements and balancing them to meet the 
application needs is still an open issue.  

In this thesis we study the efficiency versus security requirements tradeoffs in group key management for 
multicast communication. The efficiency is in terms of minimizing the group rekeying cost and the key storage cost, 
while security is in terms of achieving backward secrecy, forward secrecy, and resistance to collusion.  

We propose two new group key management schemes that balance the efficiency versus resistance to collusion. 
The first scheme is a flexible category-based scheme, and addresses applications where a user categorization can be 
done based on the user accessibility to the multicast channel. As shown by the evaluation, this scheme has a low 
rekeying cost and a low key storage cost for the controller, but, in certain cases, it requires a high key storage cost 
for the users. In an extension to the basic scheme we alleviate this latter problem. 

For applications where the user categorization is not feasible, we devise a cluster-based group key management. 
In this scheme the resistance to collusion is measured by an integer parameter. The communication and the storage 
requirements for the controller depend on this parameter too, and they decrease as the resistance to collusion is 
relaxed. The results of the analytical evaluation show that our scheme allows a fine-tuning of security versus 
efficiency requirements at runtime, which is not possible with the previous group key management schemes. 

Security, Key management, Multicast communication, Security-Efficiency tradeoffs, Collusion resistance, Push-
oriented applications 
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